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TWO HOULTON
NURSES RETURN
FROM FRANCE

Joseph P. Bass, for the past 4d
years editor and publisher of the Ban
gor Commercial and the clean of the?
newspaper publishers of Maine, died
at his home in Bangor at 10 o clock
March 27, at the age of 83 years.
The death occurred suddenly from
a clot of blood going to the heart af
ter an operation. The operation in the
early morning hours was performed
by Dr. C. A. Porter of Boston. Mr.
Bass had been ill for several weeks,
suffering from obstruction to the cir
Houlton had a number of repre
culation in his left leg.
The citizens of Houlton were priv
Mr. Bass was one of the best known sentatives in the allied armies in
ileged on Saturday and Sunday, of
citizens of the ’State both as a pub France*, long before tin* United Sta
hearing a most lucid account of the
tes entered the war, a.id among those
lisher and as a business man.
work the Salvation Army has done and
He was elected mayor of Bangor was a Houlton girl, who thoroughly
is doing in the training camps and at
on a citizens’ ticket in 1873 and serv interested in her work, as a nurse.
the battle front, and when we say bat
ed in the legislature in 1S7S.
From and realizing the* opportunity for extle front, we mean right up to the
the beginning of his ownership of the perience in her profession, enlisted
front line trenches.
Commercial he displayed a fearless in the Red Cross, a member of tin*
Mrs. Mary Sheppard of Boston,
policy in the editorial columns, never Harvard Surgical unit, as .Miss Hazel
tk« S. A. w ar worker was the principal
opposition a,
and always .Manuel.
Sin* arrived
home last
speaker at both the afternoon service »
)he courage
hls , onvi, tlons week, having received her discharge
. t the M. E. Church and the evening . htt; tnB
wa8 llorn in Randolph, from the Red Cross, but sin* returns
service at the First Baptist Church and
Vermont, in 182f>, and was a direct as Mrs. Arman L. Merriam, the wife
on both occasions the large auditor
descendant of John Alden. He went of an aviator, whose home is in IIiums were completely filled.
to Bangor in 1863 and was engaged in lionois, and who is still in the service,
The message that Mrs. Sheppard
the drygoods business until 1870, and is now at home with her parents.
brought only more deeply confirms the
be j urne(j toother lines and was Mr. and Mrs. Fred Manuel, where she
reports from returning soldiers «n<*
gaged extensively in the purchase received a royal welcome, from her

An Experience of Over Two
Years in French
Hospitals

Brigtfcf Mistress Sheppard
Wlw Has Been in France
Principal. Speaker
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CHAMPIONSHIP BASKET
BALL GAME
Tin* big week of the basket ball
season has arrived. On Friday, April
fourth, at Mars Hill, the game to de
cide the championship of Aroostook
county will be played by the Presque
Isle and Houlton High School teams.
Already
enthusiasm is coursing
through the veins of Houlton’s loyal
supporters, even though gray hair is
beginning to tinge their temples. Old
and young alike want to see Houlton
win i his championship.
Every one
approves a team that plays hard, fast,
clean basket hall. And our team has
been deliveiing tin* brand of basket
ball this season. He worthy of such a
team.
Hack it with the enthusiasm
and the support that it deserves.
Tin* Houlton team is putting in
good h;ird practices this week under
the driving leadership of .Jerry Rearidati, the famous I'niversity of Maine
player and the star hack of the Queen
City Five of Bangor. The line-up for
Friday night follows:
Jerome Ervin, lg
Norman Whited, rg
Horschel Peabody, rg
Huy Smith, e
Eeon Niles, If
William O’Donnell, rf (Capt)
Arrangements are being made for
a special train to leave Houlton for
Mars Hill in time for the game. Pres
que l.sle will have a special train to
support her team. Will Houlton do
less? Hardly, Ifoulton is not in the
habit of taking second place to any
town in the county. Do your part, re
serve a place on this special train,
by speaking to Ervin, Dr. Mitchell, or
Nason.
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BANGOR COUNCIL
U. C. T. VISIT
HOULTON
A Large Class of Candidates
Receive Degrees

POTATOES

The local market has improved a
little during the past week, buyers are
of] ering $2.00 per burro! for Cobblers
and $2.25 for Mountains but on account
of the hard hauling due to rough roads,
few are being brought in. What stock
is moving is from storage on tracks.
The Produce News says:
Receipts were heavy again this week
and large quantities were carried over
unsold from last week. Purchases by
th‘* Government are not as heavy as
expected, one contractor having most
of the army and navy orders at a price
way below the present market.
A
great many of the potatoes are sprout
ing and these are urged to sale with
out much regard to price, hut on really
fine stock there was a little firmer feed
ing at tin1 close at prices gravitating
in the seller’s direction.
Sonic closely graded .Maine stock
worked out at $3.75 and 3.80 oil Green
Mountains and $3.50 and 3.60 on Cob
blers. hut a great deal of the Maine
stock is not closely enough graded to
exceed $3.40 and 3.50. Michigan pota
toes worked out at $2.75 and 2.S7 at
first of the week, but the better grades
brought $3 at the close. Southern sec
ond crop arriving more freely, but the
market is slightly higher on fine stock,
which sold up to $3. but many of those
coming are poor, not closely graded
and selling at $2.50 and 2.75.
l ong Island potatoes are going into
special channels at $4.25 and 4.50 165
lh. bag. Several cars of Idaho pota
toes arrived this week, but were
brought here under direct purchase
and did not go on the opey market.

One of tin* big (*vents in the history
of Banger Council, No. 138, U. C. T.
is the annual “ Aroostook Day,” when
by special dispensation the meeting
is held in Aroostook County, anil this
year's meeting which was held Fri
day in Houlton was declared to be
one of the most successful and inter
esting that lias been lndd in many
years.
All
day Thursday each
train
brought large numbers of members,
whib* the early trains Friday saw the
rear guard of this small army of
popular traveling men
comfortably
located at the Snell House, ready for
the word for the big celebration.
The local committee which consist
ed of Messrs. N. M. Kierstead, Frank
H. Rhoda. F. A. Tarbell, F. B. Wilder
and A. H. .Miller, had everything in
readiness for the big event which
■ n o e ln e writers of the splendid work
timberlands and in local relatives and friends,
that the Salvation Army workers have
consisted
principally of the initiation
real estate.
Mrs. Merriam certainly deserves a
done, , and her personal reminiscences
of
a
class
of some 20 candidates.
He was a delegate to the Democrat- great -deal of credit for her unselfihwore listened to with the closest at
Through
the generosity of Houlton
, ic National Convention at Cincinnati ness jn “ going across” and as she
tention.
Lodge B. P. O. E the beautiful and
Pppmop whn had rham* of the in
and in 1892 was appointed went previous to many others in this
Capt. Farmer who has charge or me
..... „ of the OVO
o„ huo
in w
commodious rooms of their home, on
chairman
executive
committee
work, saw service in other hospitals
local work here is to be congratulated
Main St. wore placed at the disposal
for Maine of the World’s Fair Com than those under the U. S. Red Cross.
upon being able to bring to Houlton
ol'
the visitors, a place that was
mission. He was originally a Repub
Many pages might be written of
so able a speaker, and her visit: is sure
ideal in every way for the work in
lican and gave his support to General
her varied experiences, and the hard
to awaken an interest In the work, and
hand, an act that was deeply ap “ W om en’s W eapons” Is Ethel
Grant for the Presidency in 1878, but
C lay
ships she endured, which in her mod
good results are expected.
preciated by the visiting
traveling
the following year accepted the nomi
to
n
’s
Latest
Photoplay
est
way
of
telling
them
do
not
appear
Among the staff officers who also
nation for mayor on a citizens’ ticket
Miss Marion Catherine Benn was a men, and during the early forenoon
The various “ bohemian” quarters,
to be anything out of the ordinary,
wore in town were Brig. Sheppard,
passenger on the Pullman, Saturday the preliminary meetings were open- so-called, of the larger cities, notably
and was elected.
but it is just such sacrifices as she
M ajor and Mrs. Widgery, Adjt. Clark,
For 50 years Mr. Bass was a con
evening for New York City, after etl which lusted throughout the entire thal included v ithin the preci„ct8 of
made to “ do her bit” that helped to
Capt. and Mrs. Freeman and Envory
stant attendant at sessions of the
spending the winter with her par afternoon and evening.
Washington Sq., New York, are prorelieve the suffering of the wounded.
iLegislature and participated in much
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar A. Benn.
At 6 o clock a sumptuous banquet ^uctive of many men and women who
During the regular morning services | *
J;
Being possessed of a genial nature,
Important legislation. He took an
Sergt. Morris Dunphy who went was served in the dining hall, under assume a license in all matters of life
at the several churches in town, a re
an
attractive personality and a overseas with Co. L has arrived the direction of C. E. Cayting of Banearly %tand in favor of non-taxai.on
presentative of the Army spoke brief of mortgages and in 1881 championed charming manner, she could not help home aftop a long confinement in one gor, in which all participated, and it that is denied the more retiring ele
ment of society, or at least it not giv
ly, while at the First Congregational
a bill for the taxation of railroads on hut make the patient forget h.s suftbe hospitals, on account of being is needless to say that this was a en as much publicity. For the artifi
Church the Freeman trio rendered
the gross transportation earnings. He
Pro° f
which is shown in hot sasse(i he is now looking very fine, feature of the celebration that was cial bohemian loves to pose, to have
several Instrumental selections.
also took a leading part in the fram- being selected by one of her patients and
f r}em] s are giving him a thoroughly enjoyed, as Mr. Cayting his name and his deeds alike blazon
The primary object of these meetis a past-master in providing the ed before the world. He must be din
ing of legislation relating to timber- *or a *lfe j°hwarm welcome.
lags as to awaken &i interest in the
lands and for over 30 years was chairAs Miss Hazel Manuel she graduaplans are under way by Roekabe- "eats” and never did the loaded tables ing and wining and generally talking
proposed Salvation Army building that
inan of the legislative committee of ted from the Massachusetts General nui Lodge, N. 78. I. O. O. F. to cele- look more tempting than for this that he finds work almost crowded
Capt. Farmer hopes will soon be a
the Maine timberland owners.
Hospital in March, 191a, and sailed brate the 100th anniversary of
the event.
out. Yet he never wearies of telling
reality for this town, and the first
After the members were seated a niiat he is going to do. And he dear
Mr. Bass was one of the leaders in for England in November, 1916, a establishment of the order in Ameri
start for the proposed drive for funds
promoting the Bangor & Aroostook . member of the Harvard unit, so-eal- ca and a tentative date has been fixed flash light photograph of the assem ly loves the ideas of the soul mating,
for this purpose was made in the free
railroad.
He had been for many led. She landed in Liverpool, going for Apr. 25th as tin* time of its ob blage was taken. Owing to the large a aity seeking type. He is, in short,
will offering given at the different
years a champion of good roads in his direct to London, where she remain- servance.
Fuller particulars will he amount of work to bo done no speech
unadulterated fraud.
meetings which amounted in all to
section and for legislation that would ed two weeks, and then went to Kjven p, a subsequent issue of the es were made, as immediately after
V
woman of this type is the danabout $400.00, a most gratifying re
the banquet the lodge work was re c *:•ous influence which enters the life
assist the agricultural communities. Bast* Hospital 22, an English Hospital TIMES.
sponse to the first call.
at 1’amiers, where she remained for
sumed.
of the Nicholas Elliott’s in “ Women’s
Nearly all of the officers of Bangor Weapons,” Paramount’s newest pic
a time, then going to Paris where sle*
Miss Edna Blair of St. Johns, N ew 
, ALL
cared for French soldiers lor six
Council were present. Bast Councilor, ture, starring beautiful Ethel Clayton,
foundland, Is the guest of her class
The
folio ving letter is being sent T. II. Horsey, acting for Senior Coun
months, after which she did Social
which will be shown at the Dream
-m a t e , Miss Anna Davis, Franklin St.,
J. P. Darling, a railroad man of settlement work among the French, to (*vcry Baptist pastor in the* county cilor, A. P. TovU -dniry, who was un
Theatre next Thursday. The role is
for a short visit.
over 35 years experience, on Tuesday under direction of tie* United States. in preparation for an important con able to be prest
played with skill by Vera Doria.
Mrs. Harry O’Neil and child of Ban- Apr,
assumed the duties of Supt. She then returned 1o Paris and wen* ference to he held in Houlton, April
At In o'clock a recess was calk'd to Miss F r e d e r ic k A Creole G irl in H e r
gor, and Mrs. David Noddin and child- ot- the Northern Division of the B. & to Beauvais where she
witness a short program of entertain
worked at 1th.
N e w P ictu re
ren, also of Bangor, arrived in town, A. R. R. succeeding J. B. McMann, “ Service d** sente,” whh h was among 1tear Broi i: *r: ment which had been arranged as a
The vehicle selected for
Paulin**
Monday, on a short visit with their who was promoted to Supt. of the the Ajitcrii'iii] soldiers in French hos
pi’il 4th, w<* are to have surprise to tin* visitors, by the local
Friday,
Frederick s new Paramount picture is
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Murray, Southern Division with headquarters pitals.
an all dav (inference which ought to committee, which consisted of two
a photo;:lay especially written for the
be of iimiMial interest and impor wrestling bouts and a four-round
Riverside St.
in Bangor.
From this place she was transfer
Popular tar bv Alicia Ramsey and
Mr. Darling came to the B.
A. red to work with the First Division tance to e v e r y Baptist pastor and sparing exhibition.
Commandant Clark of the Salva
with
musical Rudolph Cordova, the famous authors,
It is to begin at l<> selections and recitations by the pop
tion Army, now located at Lowell, from the New York Central R. R. to A. E. F. at Uantainc, then sin* went chmvh worker.
who b:tv<* collaborated to give Miss
o'clock
with
sessions
at 2.00 and 7.00 ular entertainer, J. Dal Luther, after
Mass., and who has many friends in instruct the employees
regarding ba(,k to eva(.natjon S(*rvic(* at Hospit'dericK a subject affording as wide
Houlton, where he had charge of the Standard R. R. rules, after which he al - jn j,a).is wlUM(1 S]K, r<nnain(Hj un. and will he conducted hv three of our which business was resumed which
a 1ititude for the display of her emolocal corps, a number of years ago, was yard master at Northern Maine tiI onlero(1 bom
leaving Brest on Nation;)] Secretaries, men of ability lasted well into early morning.
t i a I talents as the
international
and experience along their particu
was warmly greeted Saturday, being Junction, in 1909 he came to Houlton
l>g, 1919_
To say that the event was a suc dramatic successes recently picturizlar lines of work.
the guest of A. E. Astle on Court St. where he was appointed train master
cess would be using a mild expres ed for her. This picture provides a.
She will remain in Houlton until
Rev. S. Z. Batten. D. I). of Phila sion, as the departing guests were
for the Northern Division, which pos
for a few days.
nv-dern. story, the scenes of which a r e
the discharge of her husband.
delphia, is Social Service Sec. for our loud in their praises for the lavish en
ition he has held since that time.
laid in America. The story was picAmer. Baptist Pub.
Society;
Rev. tertainment provided for their visit.
In his new position, which carries
turizeil by Margaret Turnbull, a prom
Miss Sigrid Iverson, daughter of Mr. Rolvix Harlan. Ph. D of N. Y. Pity is
with it many responsibilities, he has
This gathering of traveling
men inent scenarist, who has adapted for
A committee representing the enRev. brought together representatives of
the esteem of the employees and the and Mrs. Oscar Iverson, of Portage, ar- Community Service Sec.; and
glnemen and firemen employed on the
tin* screen numerous Paramount pic
confidence of his superiors, thorough- rived home from Franca* last week, on H. F. Stilwell, D . I). of Cleveland, many of the leading business con
northern Division of the B. & A. R. R.
, ,
tures starring prominent players.
a leave of absence, reaching Houlton Ohio, is Supt. of Evangelism for the cerns in New England, many of whom
waited upon Supt. J. B. McMann at his 1-v posted in the many (letalls ot ral ‘
.Miss Frederick is finely supported
Monday morning, and is with her par Home Mission Society.
have done Aroostook for more than in this sph ndid photoplay which will
office on Friday evening, and after a road*n£
ents and sister, Mrs. Nathaniel ToinpSue mi'll are sure to have a nies- a quarter of a century, and whose
short time spent in conversation, preA llost ot friends exten(
°
11111
b*1 shown at the Dream theatre next
sage wot tli w hill * f<>r all w ho ar in- fact's an* so familiar to us, that they
sented him with a beautiful diamond congratulations and best wishes tor kins on Winter $d.
Friday.
Miss Iverson ^'iilist (*( i Will *n tht * ur- forested in the gn •at tlilings of the seem like our own neighbors.
scarf pin, as a slight appreciation of continued success
Mr. J. H. Curtis, a former c ar dis gent call for nnrs es can:ie, in June 1918. Kingdom Of God.
it is t in* wish of Houlton. that we
the esteem in which he is held by his
tributor, for the B. & A. and since* She sailt'd from New York, with flu*
The meet ings will be held in tin* may again la* honored by a visit of
employees.
St.
Baptist
Uhnrcli. ( 'ouirf
the war, stationed in Washington M l Sinai Unit n]f New York and :land- First
this well-known and honored body of
Mr. McMann who is soon to leave
with the U. S. Ry
administration ed at Liverpool, going from then * to Lodging Oil Frid; ly night and hr
U. C. T. members long may the
town for hls new position in Bangor,
morni ng will
Monpont, France , 25 nliles from Bor fast tin* followin
The McGary Bros Grocery Company
Council live to promulgate* the good
was genuinely surprised and in ac succeeds Mr. Darling.
deaux to an American Base* Hospital provided for all who send their names work of fraternity and good fellow havi* recently installed, in their base
cepting the gift he feeling thanked
which was formerly an old monastery- to II. C. Speed. Houlton, by Apr. 2nd. ship. Following is a list of those ment, a smoke room, for the purpose
the men for the unexpected token,
Pinner and supper will in* served in who weii* present on this eventful oc of curing hams and bacon, for their
EflDIT P A QT COR
A P R I1 ^ Anc.ienne ( hartreuse de \auclaire
which he would always cherish as a
tin* dining room of the Church at 35
r
v
f
l
U
i
V
'
A
o
l
r
U
l
v
A
r
l
x
l
L
from
which
the
Monks
wen*
banished
trade. They will also do custom cur
casion.
remembrance of the loyal co-operation
Here is a forecast of the weather by the French fifteen years ago, and cents each.
ing.
existing between the “ Super” and his
M. C. Rideout, Houlton
Trains leave for all towns north at
for the coming month of April, which afterwards remodelled by the French
The smoke room is built of concrete
men.
N. M. Kierstead, Houlton
_______________
may or may not prove correct, but ; government, and leased to the Ameri- 8.38 A. M. and for all towns south at
sufficiently large to handle a large
H. O. Woodbury, Portland
amount of stock and all goods smoked
MAA1I1 t r i r r n A l i r e A c i i r r c « c ^ may be worth saving f0r reference’ ‘ cans, and transformed by them into 9.15 A. M.
F. S. Tribou, Presque Isle*
The Baptists of Houlton extend a
MRIUJILI u I I I V A J llE i A M J l v L o O jJt should be reirfembered, however om> Df
best Base Hospitals in
are properly and scientifically done,
Geo. L. Higgins, Bangor
The firstMoonlight Dance
atthe Jthat
the forecast is for the
entire ; France; accommodates 3,000 patients, mostcordial welcome
to our
fellow
the same methods being used as that
C. H. Thompson, Bangor
held
Hey woodOpera
House, held
lastcountry:
jand full practically all the time that workers inother parts of the County.
of the large western packing houses.
E. B. Wilder, Houlton
Thursday evening, met with a most
April 1st to 3d, storm period— the ; she was there.
Henry C. Speed, Pastor First BapE. E. Trask, Caribou
flattering success, and a large number most severe of the month. The storm I
_______ _
___,.___...
.... tist Ch., Court St.
Miss Iverson’s experience differs
A. R. Fairbanks, Presque Isle
J.
N. Carpenter, Bangor
availed themselves of “tripping the signals will be displayed all along the j fronl others in that 8hfi rcma)nod in
E. C. Jenkins, Pastor Free Baptist
Henry C. Hodgins, Millinocket
W.
H.
Laflin,
Presque
Isle
light fantastic,” of this popular dance coast, though the interior regions will
Ch., Military St.
|one place practically all the time,
H. C. Abbott, Bangor
L.
F.
Ellis,
Houlton
floor.
not be exempt from its fury. 4th to
These services will be open to the
O. B. Smart, Houlton
C. W. Hughson, Houlton
The electrical effects were indeed 7th, generally fair and coller with j She will remain in Houlton this I public and any who are interested in
Frank Gorham, Houlton
I
week
and
then
visit
other
places
in
the
S.
G.
Drinkwater,
Houlton
beautiful and novel, and each succeed- local showers on the 5th, 6th to 9th;
them will be most cordially welcome.
A. L. Ward, Milo
F. E. Walker, Patten
la g dance w ill see many new and delightful spring weather, southerly county before returning.
D. B. Gillin, Houlton
F.
C.
Moulton,
Boston
atartUng novelties introduced.
and westerly winds. 9th to 12th,
Benj. Carson, Houlton
J. H. Brooks, Houlton
Pictures, dancing, vocal selections, warmer and showery on the llth,
M. L. Stantial, Houlton
Winthrop Robinson, Houlton
and refreshments, were enjoyed from followed
by Increased cloudiness, j The conference Year of the MethodWesley
Hamm, Ft. Fairfield
A.
R.
Everett,
Ft.
Fairfield
9 to 11 P. M. and all who attended ex n th to 20th, heavy frosts-b e prepar :lst Church wi„ end neIt Sunday. At
The entertainment given in the
C.
W.
Yetton,
Houlton
F.
F.
Harrison,
Houlton
pressed themselves as delighted with ed to protect your plants. 21st to 23d th9 morning 3ervice the sacraments of Opera House by the G. W. V. A. of
Mona Buck, Houlton
M.
H.
Powell,
Orono
the arrangement.
much warmer and Increased cloudi- j Baptlsm and of Holy Communion will Fredericton, N. B. was fairly well at
A. G. Millar, Houlton
W. E. Foss, Houlton
ness and showers on the morning of (be adminjstered and a number will be tended considering the lack of public C. E. Cayting, Bangor
D. T. Smith, Bangor
the 23rd. 23d to 26th, storm period,,| received )nt0 the church The anmla|:ity given to Its appearance, no adverJ. F. Boone, Bangor
I). B. Tingley, Houlton
especially severe winds will develop Conference will meet on April 9th a t :
any S0ld ^eing put out until
T. L. Marshall, Ft. Fairfield
J. C. McGrath, Caribou
A good audience assembled, ""last on or before the 26th and possibly
Milo.
The
canvass
for
the
current
exonly
a
few
hours before they arrlvcl1H. B. Currie, Houlton
P. H. Patrick, Presque Isle
Thursday evening, in the H. H. S. destructive hall. 27th to 30th severe , penses 0{ the nert
The object of the entertainment was
Conference year
B. H. Brown, Houlton
E. A. Conant, Old Town
Auditorium, to hear the annual Jun
wind storms, especially destructive ; was made ,a8t weck and $2700 00 were a most worthy one and should have
R. L. Mills, Houlton
M. 1\ Nelligan, Bangor
ior Musicale.
all along the Gulf Coast and West In !recelyed |n deflnIte piedges
Thls received a more liberal patronage, as
Frank Rhoda, Houlton
J. E. Gillispie, Bangor
This yearly recital was instituted
the proceeds go to procure a fund to
dies.
along with the loose change received
Harvey Tompkins,
R. A. Hayes, Presque Isle
by the Houlton Music Club, and has
in the collections and the money rais- be used in building a Memorial home
Chas. R. Whitcomb, Boston
L. M. Jones, Bangor
served as means of bringing the
ed by the Ladies’ Aid will pay all bills ! for the returned soldiers.
T. H. Hersey, Bangor
L. M. Ingraham, Caribou
music teachers together.
The program consisted of a sketch
Henry Herman, Boston
G. E. Wilkins, Houlton
Each teacher is asked to prepare
The Draft Board for the Aroostook for the year.
entitled ‘ In No Man’s Land” and some
Henry Ricker, Auburn
E. E. McIntosh, Houlton
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs.
one pupil to play, the pupil being not [District No. 1, made on Monday, a finsplendid vaudeville acts, and all who
E. P. Patten, Bangor
Adams
on
High
Street
on
Wednesday
J.
L.
Wellington,
Caribou
over High School age.
al shipment of all papers and quesattended were well satisfied.
Fred Tarbell, Houlton
H. B. Pratt, Caribou
Each year, the performance of each tionaires connected with this office, to of this week. The Missionary Mite
G. A. Rosie, Bangor
11. G. Ketchum, Presque Isle
pupil has shown
careful training, the W ar Dept, in Washington, D. C.
{Boxes are to be opened in the Sunday
W, R. Murphy, Caribou
I. W. Lovely, Houlton
and the last recital was well up to the
; Miss Faye Briggs who has been
The papers were shipped in steel School next Sunday
A.
K. Stetson, Aroostook Pioneer,
standard.
_
__________________r
_____
^
J.
C.
Moir,
Houlton
j filing cabinets made especially for this
There will be a meeting of the Offi- j spending the spring vacation with
Houlton
H. C. Clewley, Boston
W e h o p ^ that this custom may con- work and were securely crated. There cial Board on Friday evening at 8.00 |her parents, returned to Presque Isle,
C. G. Lunt. Houlton Times,
W. O. Rogers, Houlton
tinue, as unity among the teachers, were 19 crates in all, each weighing o’clock to finish up the business of the |Saturday, where
she
is teaching
Houlton
Lewis Ford, Presque Isle
which tends toward greater efficiency. about 100 lbs.
year.
school.

NEW SUPERINTENDENT
NO. DIV. B. AND A. R. R.

AT THE DREAM

DAY SESSION

SUPT. J. B. MCMANN HONORED

MCGARY BROS. GROCERS
INSTALL MODERN METHODS
FOR CURING MEATS

GENERAL WEATHER

M. E. SPECIAL CHURCH NOTICE

G. w. v. ASSN.
GIVE AN ENTERTAINMENT

JUNIOR MUSICAL! _

DRAFT BOARD DISSOLVED

i

HOULT0N

PAOI FOUK

HOU L T ON

TI MES

Established April 13, ltM
A L L T H E HOM E N EW S
FdhUehed every Wednesday morning
by the Times Publishing On.

CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
tion in If. S. $1.8d per year
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Improve their property by setting ou.
trees along their land.
There has been recently a splendid
revival of community spirit. The war
educated people up to the idea of
giving their time free for public caus
es.
I A good illustration is found in a
; newspaper dispatch recently printed
i from Dover, Pa., reporting that the
farmers and teamsters of the district
are going to haul in stone on the
roads, and will perform this service
free.
As the hauling of stone is one of
the big expenses of road building,
this is a manifestation of fine spirit.
When a contribution of that kind is
made, it usually costs the man who
give it much less than the cost of
hiring it would be. They can often
do the work in odd hours or out of
season, when they and their help
would otherwise be partly idle.

CARE OF O UR SCH O LAR S
The greatest asset we
have— far
beyond crops and cattle and stocks
and bonds— is the children of our
M R. MCADOO A N D 1920
land. They will be the citizens of the
Under
California’s sunny skies
next generation. And If they grow up
Mr. William Gibbs McAdoo is rest
to health and strength it will mean
ing, after his five years and a half
that they grow up to efficiency and

of arduous services as secretary of

power.
the treasury.
The newspapers no
It is our manifest duty to take
longer chronicle his every word and
whatever means we can to bring
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shelter, few homes are regarded as today in the proud consciousness that situation involving liabilities almost
complete without a cat. But outside it also did its bit towards the win beyond estimate and assets consisting of the good-will of the American
domestic precincts the feline still ning of the war?
people. His first job was to realize
‘nine lives."
has need of all her
on the assets. Men accustomed to
GREAT W ORK
Stoned by urchins, haunted by dogs,
or snapped up by S. P. (\ officers
Tiie war council of the American doing big things in a big way were
to be “ humanely destroyed," the Red Cross, the body which since the more or less staggered when he anhouseless cat has but a precarious entry of the United States into the ncuneed the program of the original
existence. Even as a member of the war has directed the greatest
hu drive for a war fund of $1u0,000,000,
family she is suspected of predatory manitarian work in the world’s his but the appraisement of the Ameri
habits, with the result that
every tory, passed out of
existence on can good-will was justified, for the
now and then the cry goes up that March 1, when the management of $liM),(MMi,oo0 was raised, with a margin
she must be licensed, collared and (lie organization
reverted to tin* of $(),(inn,quo. A year later, when
labelled. Our very proverbs dispar central committee provided for in the second drive was made, Mr. Da
age her, and the cartoonist loves its charter. It leaves a proud rec vison admitted his inability to ap
to picture what Shakespeare called ord and returns to the permanent proximate fully the good-will which
the “ harmless necessary cat" as bel governing
board an organization wa ; the Red Cross asset, for in that
ligerent by nature, a very fury of trained in the great
Red
Cross dri.e the public, which was appealed
to for another $10U,000,immi, made its
the animal world, with raised back, “ carry-on" work of the future.
own
budget and almost doubled the
fur on end and widely distended eyes,
’file war council was created to
amount.
In the mean time the
meet
a
great
emergency
and
to
con
Who would believe,
without
the
evidence of chapter and book, that tinue until th*1 conclusion of the membership swelled to the unprec
such a creature would be useful in , war. At the outset of American par edented total of 20,000,000.
Put the essential thing about the
war, and that in the war just closed ticipation in the war the central
Red
Cross war council was that it
an army of 500,000 cats helped to committee of the Red Cross foresaw
grasped
the full significance of the
the
immensity
of
the
impending
re
defeat the Hun? We have read of
dogs and pigeons being employed lief task and realized the necessity war situation in France and Italy
almost,
on the western front as messengers; for a directing agency composed of and perfected organizations
what could a eat do. except with experts in finance and organization on the spur of the moment which did
teeth and claws, likely to make any - men with the genius of leadership a work in those countries, the full
their undivided importance of which cannot yet he
contribution to success in human who would devote
For in the doing of
combat? Two years ago the war energy for an unlimited period to fully realized.
office was informed that this animal Red (boss work. It developed upon this work they found that the morale
is peculiarly sensitive to poison-gas President Wilson, who is also presi of the people of France and Italy
and notices its presence in the at dent of the Red Cross, to select this was at an appallingly low ebb, at a
time when the morale of the civil
mosphere long before the senses of council.
population
counted almost as much
The
President
knew
that
the
spir
human beings are affected. On the
of sacrifice was
everywhere as the work of the army in the field.
test being made pussy struck an it
attitude of protest and whined her throughout the country and he fully In fact, the morale was the import
displeasure
so
unmistakably
that realized that men of the kind needed ant factor in that work.

act!
Liberty loan and thrift stamp
appeals no longer bear his familiar
signature; even his numerous no
tices in trains and railroad stations
are gradually giving place to proc
lamations of Mr. Hines.
But has Mr. McAdoo definitely
retired
from public life?
Many
signs of the
times answer in the the war office immediately accepted
negative.
A
brief dispatch
from her as a recruit.
Washington the other day announced
In all the newspapers appeared
the resignation of Oscar Price as as- the
advertisement. “ Wanted, com
sistant director-general of railroads, mon oats--any number." At
once
to become a general publicity agent the C0Untry was scoured for cats,
Jfor the same motion Picture combine-: and they 'literally rained in upon
tion for which Mr. McAdoo is serving the Bethnal-green bird dealer who
nised and properly dealt with in
as general counsel at $100,000. This had been appointed to receive and
the. subject’s childhood.
,
. ..
at * i
• «
_____ !may mean that Mr. McAdoo is
tak- dispatch them. There were Manx
A thorough physical examination of
Droteae But It also
cats, Persian cats, Maltese cats and
each child of school age should b e ; lnK care of a p t f’
7
„
_ ,
—.
|_aj 'may mean an early stage m Mr. Me- Angoras, cats tailed and cats tail
nude twice a year. This would lead,
-7 t
.
;
. . .
t
'
__ »
I Adoo’s campaign for the nomination less, white, brown and black cats,
to the detection of many incipient) ^ ____ n_/L
____ * „ ____ ,
Oscar Price was editor of a small tom cats and she cats. Everything
troubles and their cure.
The time
.. W est Virginia newspaper before the cat.liUe, big or little, that was sound
^411 come when we shall see the ser
Democratic administration
brought in wind and limb, responded to the
vices oI a doctor and nurse available
[him to Washington.
Mr.
McAdoo summons, and as the animals came
. throughout the school systems of our
discovered Price and to him dele in they were packed away into great
land.
|
g a ted the tremendous publicity cam- lorries for conveyance to the front.
The result w ill be a healthier, h a p - !
jpaigns which contributed so largely Part of the influx was a contribution
pier and more efficient manhood and j
I to the success of the first two Lib from the people; the rest of it was
womanhood. We should all advocate j
euch a provision for the health o f : erty loans. When Mr. McAdoo be- supplied by the Royal Society for
I came director-general of railroads the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani
children and should do all in our pow
i he made Oscar Price, in addition to mals. At least half a million cats
er to bring it about.
j his other duties, first assistant.
If crossed the channel and during the
one may take a lesson from the past, last year and a half of the war did
H IS W O O D E N LEG
this latest move means that the useful duty as “ gas-detectors.” Thus
O f all the heroes of Canada vho
people of the country are not to be it happened that in the trenches and
fought through the world war none
allowed to forget Mr. McAdoo.
far along the perilous edges of No
cemes home with fame more fairly
If Mr. McAdoo receives the Dem Man's Land many a gas mask was
earned than does Hamiltan Gault,
ocratic nomination next year he will donned in time by the soldiers of
the young millionaire of Montreal
be the best-advertised presidential freedom because pussy or Grimalkin
who
financed the Princess Pats.
candidate of a generation.
Hither had first given the alaim.
Should
Lord Strathcona raised the battery
a Liberty bond or a thrift stamp not the cat world lift up its head
which bore his name in the Boer war
has found its way
into
15.000,000
and sent it to the front; Montreal
homes. And every bond and stamp
dedicated a monument to him and
bears
the familiar signature of
the compan.y On the very day that
William G. McAdoo. Every bit to
Britain entered the great war, at Ot
railroad
literature in the land
tawa in the official household of the
ticket, timetable, poster—printed up
Duke of Connaught the plan was con
to the time he retired in December,
ceived for the regiment to which the
bore that
signature.
Five
years
popular daughter of
^he Governorhence many of those posters, yellow
General gave her name. Thanks to
with the passing of years, will still
the backing of young Gault, the plan
greet the traveler at way stations.
was put through with amazing speed.
Mr.
McAdoo’s
motion
picture
By Sickness and Enforced Idleness.
But that gallant young gentlemen,
Many of the days of sickness anti
venture offers unlimited possibilities
bavins the advantage in age of Lord
misery, too oit.cn accompanied by losin the same direction.
Every “ re of pay, may easily lie charged to neglcc'
Strathcona, went
along with
the
lease” of the great combination with or iudiscret ion on t he part of t he individ
troop, which started oversees, com
which he is connected can quite fit ual. Just a little more care in the mattt
pletely equipped, in record time.
tingly include the
name
McAdoo, of diet and attention to regularity e
Having no military experience Gault
habits will change such days into hupp;
either as a “ president" or “ general
and pioutablc ones, (five heed to
took a subordinate commission in the
counsel,” in the list of
celebrities
Nature’s first warning of a'proathinr
battalion; now he returns as com
such as “ director,”
“ art
director," t rouble, keep y o u r it on inch ai id digest r ■*
manding effi“er and with enough ex
"cinematographer," etc.,
which the right and your bowe’s regular, -the'
perience for a score of veterans. Of
('very! lung will look cheerful anti you;
patron of the “ movie"
must
read due's work will be easier.
the original regiment of 1200 men
before the picture itself begins to
<hi the iir.it appearance of arid - <>;n•aly two officers and forty men
unroll itself. And with Oscar Price ach, nausea, headache or con.-t ipalion
come home. Four times Gault has
two tcaspoonfuls of “L. I V
on the job we can expo; t action in take one
h-mn wounded;
two years ago he
Atwoo.lN Medicine, and
the very near future.
t he tuuc! ions w ;:! resume
loot his leg; he is described by his
t heir norma I uc: ; \ o v, vou
men as “ obviously and complet-dy
will avoid t he expense of
C A TS IN T H E W A R
iadifferent to his own 1 a\“
Like
Since the British war office dis ■i I cuo. >nd cam your
many amputation cases h * is very
Usual pay. "I ins remedv
covered that eats could be mobilized lias been a household
particular as to the fit of his sub
for service on the battle front r 'I age tor more ( huu .-hxt v
stitute limb, and he is said to have
pussy has made a distinct advance war-.. ( .ct a bottle to
a world’s record for the number of
towards
rehabilitation
in
popular day lr .a your dealer for
wooden legs he owns.
And in the
htty ci nts. or write us to
esteem. As a pet she never lacked mail a tree sample.
coming years all who may see him
favor, and today, many centuries
l h ' ' I.. F. ” Medicine
Stumble or limp Will not be ashamed
after the Egyptians first gave
h< i < >., !■ t ! land, Me.
o f their misty eyes as they recall his
proud record.
about the m08t favorable conditions
lor the health of the growing children.
That as a nation we have failed
lamentably in this respect is shown
by the number of men in the se
lective draft who were rejected for
physical imperfection.
Thirty-three
per cent, of our young men— one out
o f every three— were below the nor
m al physical condition which makes
a man fit for army service.
Many of these young men were sub
jects to physical disabilities which
could readily have been prevented or
remedied if they had** been recog-

Tim e
lost

T IM E C H A N G E S C O N D IT IO N S
One of the differences between the
•Id time community and the modern

town has been the amount of volun
tary work contributed without expec
tation of payment.
Old people say that when
the
county fairs and cattle shows were
started, they ran along with few ex
panses. Farmers and business men
would give their services free. Also
fead for stock was mostly contribu
ted free. Now the people who get up
these shows have to pay for every
thing at good prices.
Most of the older towns have hand-!
some rows of shade trees. In the days
when these were set out, there was
commonly no public appropriation for
trees. The shade trees set out dur
ing recent years have been mostly
at public expense. The ordinary tax
payer's idea of public spirit is to call
up the public officials, and ask for a |
share of public money for trees. How
ever, some real estate owners have j
foresight enough to realize that they

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAA/VVW^AA^g*

for the emergency Red Cross lead
ership must be men of large vision
and great executive ability.
Such
men he also knew were beyond price.
At his summons, however, a group
of just such men as were needed,
from different parts of the country
laid aside vast private affairs and
journeyed to Washington to take up
the responsibilities which the Presi
dent asked them to undertake in the
interests of the nation.
Henry P.
Davison, a partner in
the banking house of J. P. Morgan
& Co., was made chairman of this
council and he has been on the job
every minute during the wai. In the
beginning he was confronted with a

THE GROWTH OF HABIT
Robustness to many is alm o st en tirely a
matter of habit, the habit of taking care and the
consistent use of

S C O m EMULSION

The energizing properties of Scott fs have been
proved in thousands of homes nearly everywhere.
* T h e habit of using Scott’s regularly at trying periods
as a means of building up strength and thwarting
weakness is a habit well worth* cultivating.
Try Soott’s Em ulsion fo r Increased Strength.
Scott & Bowae, Bloomfield. N . J.

A M o n u m e n t is F o r
_____ A 11 T i m e____
A n U n w i s e S e le c tio n M a y C a u s e L a t e r
R e gre ts

T. D. Collins of Ookala, Hawaii,
makes a remarkable statement which
demonstrates the money-saving dura
bility of NeOlin Soles.
He writes, “ After wearing a pair of
Neolin-soled shoes off and
for
thirty-three months, I wore them on
a trip to the volcano of Kilauea and
walked around the crater over hot lava
six times and still the soles showed
only slight signs of wear.”
This experience is not accidental.
It results from the scientific process
by wl ich Neolin Soles are made to be
exactly what soles should be— com
fortable, waterproof and exceedingly
economical because of the long wear
they give.
Get them on new shoes for all mem
bers of the family and have them put
on worn shoes. They are made by
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com
pany, Akron, Ohio, who also make
Wingfoot Heels, guaranteed to out
wear any other heels.
#

R. A D M IN IS T R A T IO N
G e n e ra l o f R a ilr o a d s

T IM E T A B L E
C o rre c te d to F e b r u a r y 17, 1919
T r a in s D a ily E x c e p t S u n d a y
F ro m H O U L T O N

Due

B e f o r e d e c i d i n g o n a M o n u m e n t , it w i l l h e lp y o u in
w o rk

In s p e c t io n
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In e a r l y

we

s h a ll

have
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of
fo r

s p r i n g ...............................................

Houlton Granite & Marble
S h o w Room ,
B a n g o r St.

W . H. W a t ts
H o u lt o n , M a i n e

W o r k s

HO ULTO N

8.30 a. m.— From Boston. Portland, B a n 
gor. BIffet Sleeping C ar Boston to
( 'arihou
9,11 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft.
Fairfield.
1.10 p. m.— From Boston. Portland, B a n 
gor, Greenville. I>ovor & Foxcroft.
2.44 p. m.— From St. Francis, Ft. K e p fy o
Van Buren. Washburn, Presque Iae,
via Sqtia Pan.
6.15 p .m . — From Van Buren, Limestone,
Caribou. Fort Fairfield.
7.48 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, B a n 
gor.
T i me tallies g i v i n g complete informa
tion may hi' obtained at ticket offices.
CKO M H O U G H T O N , General Passenger
Agent. Bangor. Me.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
O F F IC E

A T R E S ID E N C E

129 Main St.

Houlton, Me.

NEW DENTAL PARLORS

that n o substitute can ever equal.
SUCCESSFUL SAVING
REQUIRES DILIGENCE

A healthful drink that leaves no trace of
harm, a beverage grateful to the stomach,
that never upsets nerves, heart or digestion
as does sometimes coffee.

The sloathful man fumes, frets and
lags by the wayside. But the man
who is thrifty, turns up good opportu
nities every day.
Successful saving
equires constant diligence.
An ac
count with the Houlton Savings Rank
will give you confidence in your abili
ty to succeed.

Boil thoroughly (15 minutes after boiling
begins) make it rich and dark and you have
something that makes your meal doubly
enjoyable.

Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum

Caraer Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransfoid W. Shaw

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTO RNEYS
Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
M ain*
Probate matters have Special
Attention

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT

have been paid for the past nine years

D E N T IS T
Sincock Block

There's a Reason”
^
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8.38 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Limestone and Van Buren.
9.15 a . m . — For
Bangor,
Portland
and
Boston.
11.45 a . m . — For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
Kent, Was hburn, Presque Isle, V an
Buren, via Squa Pan and Mapletan.
1.30 p. m.— For Dover & Foxcroft, Green
ville, Bangor, Portland and B o s to n .
6.20 p. m.— For
Bangor.
Portland
and
Boston. Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou
to Boston.
7.51 p. m.— For Fort Fairfield, V a n Buren

dtroN Savings-Bank
“ 'H

the Wosld.
10c.. SSc.

EXTRA LONG WEAR

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

POSTUM CEREAL

At Grocers— two sizes 15c & 25c.

Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy— get
Doan's Kidney Pills— the same that
Mr. McEIroy had.
Foster-Milbur*
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

U . S. R .
D ir e c to r

The Original

«

Houlton People W ill Do W ell t*
Heed Them

T r.d . Mark Keg. U . 3. Pat. Off.

B o i l j u s t li k e c o ffe e

Unsightly pimples and
th a fa n on dm face are
Mr* signs that the skin and
Mood need the purifying
anditrsngthwiing nrHonof

DANGERS OF A COLD

fleolin Soles

fin is h e d

satisfying', oldtime flavor to

These, however, are only incidents
in the work of the war council of the
American Red Cross the past year
and a half. There was first the per
fecting of a great national organiza
tion; then the mobilization of more
than 5,000,000 volunteer women work
ers; the building and stocking of
great warehouses in this country and
abroad; the mobilization of the nur
sing force of the country; the organ
ization of a canteen system in this
country and in Fance and Italy; the
hospital work on the western front,
and the magnificent work in the in
terests of war refugees in France.
Italy, Belgium, Serbia and Poland.
The full magnitude and import
ance of that work, which still con
tinues, has not yet been realized by
the American people.

Many had cases of kidney trouble
result from a cold or chill. Congest
ed kidneys fall behind in filtering the
poison-laden
blood and backache,
headache, dizziness and disordered
kidney action follow. Don’t neglect
As if by magic, Red Cross work a cold. Use Doan’s Kidney Pills at
ers began to appear in every city the first sign of kidney trouble. Foiand town in France, and the visible iow this Houlton resident’s example:
effect of the work which these pio
Daniel McEIroy, retired farmer, 13
neers did was of a character to give
new hope and courage to the civil Willard St., says: “ Doan’s Kidney
population- a hope and
courage Pills have been an old stand-by witfc
which were reflected in the allied me for many years and I can say
What this they do just as represented. I ha?»
armies at the front.
meant at the time was best ex used tnem on different occasions
pressed by Gen. Petain in 1917, when my kidneys have needed attenwhen he said; “ The work of the i tion. Sometimes when I caught cold,
Red Cross in sustaining the morale it brought on trouble with my kid
of the French people has been equal neys which caused me to get np
many times during the night. When
to an army of 1,500,000 men.”
suffering
this way, I use DoAn’s Kid
It was the same story in Italy,
ney
Pills,
which I buy at O. F. French
when, after the German drive in
&
Son’s
Drug
Store. They have di1917, the whole Italian nation beways cured me of the attacks. I al
ways
recommend
Doan’s Kidney
Pills to other kidney sufferers.”

m a k i n g a c h o i c e to s e e o u r b e a u t i f u l s e le c t i o n

T h e r e ’s a rich,

came demoralized. The Red Cross
perfected an organization at a rac
merit's notice in that country and
brought the spirit of America to the
distracted people, the spirit
which
enabled them to rally and ultimately
drive tin- Germans out of their
country.
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DR. W. B. ROBEN
O S T E O P A T H IC

P H Y S IC IA N

Suite 22, M ansur Block
T el. 156

Houlton, Maine

HOULTON
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QUEBEC SEEKING
SETTLER FARMERS

the world, and from an organization
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
with 562 chapters and less than 5oi),Whereas Joseph E. Hall Jr. of Car
ibou in the County of Aroostook and
Flr»t
ooo members to one with nearly -lecii
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
Quebec province is going after a chapters and approximately 20,uoo,Court St.
dated January 27, 1917 and recorded
slice of the immigration
expected ooo members. The council has also
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastorin the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
close on the heels of the signing of directed the work of more than 8,in Yol. 280, Page 122, conveyed to the
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
world peace, and is going after it hard 000,000 volunteer women
HOULTON SAVINGS RANK of Houlworkers
12.00 Bible School with classes for
ton in said County, a corporation,
says a Quebec dispatch to tin; Mont whose labors in thousands of Red
men and women.
duly incorporated under the laws of
real Star.
Various government de Cross workrooms have contributed
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
(he State of Maine, the following des
partments
are
busily
engaged
compil
greatly to the comfort of fighting
cribed pieces or parcels of real estab
7.00 gospel song service and sermon.
ing information which will he embod forces. Perhaps the greatest achieve
situate in that part of said Caribou
8.00 Afterm*eting.
formerly H township, in the County
ied in brochures, to be circulated ment of the council was the organiza
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week
of Aroostook and State of Maine, to
broadcast throughout all European tion of financial drives through which
prayer service.
wit: the west half of Lot Seventy
countries
for
flu*
purpose
of
focusing
Choir rehearsal each Tuosday even
the
American
people
contributed
nine (79r, Lot Eighty-four (84) and
the attention of the prospective emi more than $::iio,U(M),()(m) to the Red
all of that part of Lot Eighty-live
ing at the close of the regular prayer
grants on the advantages offering in Cross in one year, by far tin1 great
(Sal lying and being on the wester
meeting.
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
Quebec. Already quite a few of these
ly side of the State road crossing said
est sum ever contributed
by any
Whereas Joseph F. Hall Jr., of Car lot. containing two hundred and fifty
pamphlets have been struck from th ' country for a humanitarian purpose.
F irst Congregational
ibou in the County of Aroostook and
press and forwarded overseas in
(2511) acres, more or less, and being
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
President. Wilson, as president of State of Maim1, by his Mortgage Deed
thousands. It is the policy of the gov
the same premise's acquired by said
dated
December
22,
DUG
and
recordMorning service at 10.30.
the / meriean Red (boss, appointed
mi in the Aroostook Registry of Heeds Hall by deed from Willis R. Hall and
ernment to attract hither the best
S. S. at 11.45.
the war council May lo. I!il7. about in Yol. 2N0. Page 121, conveyed to the
class of immigrants, preferably those
Anna T. Hall dated April 11. 1914
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
five weeks after the United States HOCLTON SAYINGS RANK of Houlfrom the agricultural districts of the
and recorded in Aroostook Registry
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
ton
in
said
County,
a
corporation
duly
entered the war, with Henry P. Dav
various countries.
The vast extent
incorporated under the laws of the of I mods in Yol. 274, Page 428.
Evening Sevice at 7:00
ison as chairman.
State of Maim1, a certain tract or par
Now. therefore, the condition
in
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening of arable, but uncultivated land in the
cel of land situated in said Caribou said mortgage is broken by reason
province, is laid stress upon in tin*
at 7.45.
described as follows, to wit: the west
brochures, and the advantages offer INSIST WILSON
half of lot No. seventy-nine (79) and whereof said Moulton Savings Rank
Free Baptist
ed settlers pointed out.
the
west half of lot No. eighty-four claims a foreclosure thereof and gives
STATE POSITION
(84)
in that part of Caribou formerly this notice for that purpose.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
The unparalleled financial position
Then1 is a growing sentiment in
Houlfon, Maine, March 21, 1919.
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
of the province, the most prosperous Paris that President Wilson should H township, containing one hundred
and sixty (160) acres, more or bass,
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
of the Dominion, is also outlined. didine publicly the limits within which and being the same premises convey
HOCLTON SAYINGS RANK,
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. i while reference is also made to the America can join her European asso ed to said Hall by Willis P. Hall, by
Rv its Attorneys, Archibalds.
his deed of April 11. 1914 and record 313
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
1vast undeveloped natural resources ciates in the German peace terms.
ed in Aroostook Registry of Demis in
Special music by choir.
and practically unlimited water pow
Many feel that, while the presi Yol. 274, Page 428.
Choir practice Monday nights.
ers. In the past it has been the cus
Now, therefore, t?|e condition in
dent’s policy of atompt.ing by private
All are cordially invited to come and tom to have the influx of immigration
said
mortgage is broken by reason
negotiations to reconcile conflicting
whereof said Moulton Savings Rank
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.give Quebec the go-by, simply pas
views and interest has been wise, the claims a foreclosure thereof and gives
Tuesday night church prayer and sing through on its way to the West.
time has now come to make clear what this notice for that purpose.
praise Service.
This won't occur in the future, if Sir
Houlton, Maine, March 21, 1919.
America can and cannot do. It seems
Lomer Gouin and
his
colleagues
HOULTON SAYINGS RANK.
necessary to enunciate publicly Am
M ethodist Episcopal
By its Attorneys, Archibalds.
know it.
erica's
final
position
on
essentials.
313
Military St.
The government has also made
Hev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
A
r
m
e
d
A
llia
nc
e.
plans to provide excellent facilities
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
for those returning men who are
A case in point, is French insistence
The Sunday School at noon has or ready to take up the land.
Whereas Joseph F. Hall Jr. of Car
upon an armed alliance with America
ibou in the County of Aroostook and
ganised classes for men and women.
One of the finest townships in the as a condition precedent to the peace State of Maine, by his Mortgage Deed
Junior League meeting and class for
Abitibi district, on the Trancontinent- treaty. From the French point, of dated October 17, 1916 ami recorded
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
al railway, will be opened up for sol view an alliance which would pledge in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in
IJpworth League meeting at 6.15
dier settlement, 100 acres being allot America and England to support Vol. 280, Page 94, conveyed to .he
Houlton Savings Bank, a corporation
p. m
ted to each man, which, with the fed France militarily if attacked by Ger duly incorporated under the laws of
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
many
would
constitute
the
best
guareral money grant, should provide ex
the State of Maine, the following des
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and
cribed pieces or parcels of real estate
cellent facilities for agricultural life. ante eof future security.
ehoir master.
There will, of course, be provisions to
It is not believed that the Republi situate in that part of Caribou form
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday
erly H. township, in said County of
prevent this land falling into the cans have extended any assurances to Aroostook and State of Maine, to
evening.
hands of speculators, the land grant the French, but it is passably certain wit: the east half of Lot Eighty-four
being
conceded only to bona fide set that prominent Frenchmen with a (84) and all of that part of Lot EighChurch of the Good Shepherd
tlers.
knowledge of American politics and an ty-five (85) lying and being on the
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
westerly side of the State road cross
acquaintance among senators have ing said lot, excepting one quarter
been welcome possibilities of a Frenco- acre out of the south-easterly corner
Sundays
of the last described parcel, which
American
alliance in America political was conveyed to Frank Mieheau, and
Holy Communion 8 a. m.
being part of the premises conveyed
Morning Prayer and Sermon 10.30
Tungsten is one of most important rivalries. This hope will not down.
to said Hall by Anna T. Hall and W il
Children’s Service 2.30
There are other misconceptions re- lis B. Hall, by their deed dated April
of alloy metals. Its principal applicaEvening Prayer and Sermon 7.30
tion being in the manufacture of garding the American attitude which 15, 1914, and recorded in said Regis
G ra y ,
Faw n, Tan
, steels having the special qualities of may prolong the delay in presenting try in Vol. 274, Page 428.
W eek Days
Now, therefore the condition in
and K haki
and toughness.
These
Tuesdays, Evening Prayer with ad hardness
the terms to Germany. Most Amer said mortgage is broken by reason
|
steels
also
possess
the
valuable
pro
dress at 7.30
whereof said Houlton Savings Rank
icans here think that some public claims a foreclosure thereof and gives
Thursdays. Holy Communion at 8 perty of retaining their hardness, and
hence their cutting power even when statement by President Wilson will this notice for that purpose.
a. m.
Houlton, Maine. March 21. 1919.
Fridays.
Children’s Service at 4 heated to redness by the friction of be forthcoming lo (Hear the atmosp
HOULTON SAVINGS RANK.
the
work
which
is
being
performed.
p. m.
here.
By its Attorneys, Archibalds.
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Burma was until 1816 the largest
Evening Prayer with address at 7.30
The week day services will be held jproducer of wolfram, the principal
is the chapel in the basemnt of the ore of tungsten.
Though possessing
Church.
the richest tungsten ore deposits in
The Children’s services are open to the world, Burma has been handicapall and parents are requested to como ped by crude methods of mining.
Tungsten sprang into prominence
with their children if possible.
early in the war because of the urg
Christian Science
ent requirements of the steel indus
Sunday Service at Sincock Hall, 11 try for high-speed machine tools, and
A. M.
because it furnished a typical ex
ample of a “ key” industry monopo
lized before the war hv Germany.
The keen demand for tungsten led
to a remarkable display of energy in
England’s national restaurants are the United States in prospecting for
apparently on the way toward solving new occurrences of ore and in dein that
the problem of furnishing cheap and j veloping existing deposits
The result is that the Uni- 1
geod food for the people, according to country
a report by N. C. Adams, a representa ted States has outstripped Burma in
tive of the Department of Labor in ore production during the last two [
Mlgland.
years, and has also become a con-:
Although there is a real food short- siderable exporter of tungsten metal
age in England, these restaurants are and merro-tungsten alloy to steel
•perated profitably, though they serve manufacturing countries.
» e a l s at prices considerably lower
-------------------fKftn those which prevail in this coun
RED CROSS BACK
try- Even with eggs selling at 4 to 6
Oakfield, Maine
Monticello, Me.
shillings a dozen (67 cents to $1.46)
TO PEACE BASIS
F.
II. Adams
E. B. .Jackson
fresh eggs are served.
Transformation of the American
L. A. Barker & Co.
H. I). Harlt
“One is much impressed at this rea- from a war to a peace basis became
taurant by the class of people who use effective March 1, when Dr. Livings
Smy rna Mills, Maine
Presque Isle, Me.
the pluace,” he writes.
“They are ton Farrand, former president of tin1
Smyrna
Mills
(3range
R. H. McDonald
nearly all rather prosperous looking University of Colorado, who has been
If. .1. McGuire & Co.
middle-class people, and I know the appointed executive head of the or
Ashland, Maine
AL X. Beaulieu
people for whom the place was sup ganization by President Wilson, as
Aroostook Co-op. Co.
C. T. Grout t.
posedly designed do not get much sumed his duties as chairman of the
W. I\ Bridgham
benefit from it. Perhaps they are a central committee, and the war coun
Caribou, Me.
Mrs. I). AI. Seeley
bit overawed by its appearance, or by cil, which has guided the organizaLandry <Sc Thibodeau
the appearance of the majority of its tion for nearly two years, terminates
Belyea <Sir Currier
Sheridan, Me.
customers. Again the class distinc- r .s existence,
.James
A. Michaud
Ashland
Co.
the
war
tion.’’
Under the guidance of
Atlantic
Pacific
M. Chasse
The day’s menu, with prices, hangs council, the American lied Cross has
(
’ariJ)ou
Grange
St on?
outside the door. Patrons are given grown from a domestic relief organi
I). \V. Brooks
Smith
&
Lufkin
Co.
trays and served
themselves.
In zation to oik1 whole sheltering arm.
management, Mr. Adams thinks the which now encircles a large part of
Portage, Me.
Ft. Fairfield, Me.
national restaurant can learn some
W. E. Boss
Hopkins
Bros.
thing from American cafeterias, for
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
Coffin & 1km1
C.
R.
Dillon
the process of getting served is con
Whereas, George P. Kelly of WestPortage Lake .Mill Co.
Boyd Bros.
siderably slower here, but the Eng field in the County of Aroostook and
S.
Nightingale & Son
lish temperament accepts the delay State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
Houlton,
Me.
dated
May
10th,
1918,
and
recorded
in
without the protests that Americans
Van Buren, Me.
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds, Vol.
McCJary Bros.
might make.
303, Page 552, conveyed to Rue T.
A. E. Hammond
Knox Bros.
“I lunched on soup, 3d. (4 cents), Snow of said Westfield, certain real
.1. J. Plourd
It.
I).
Adams
greens 2d, (4 cents), rice pudding 3d. estate situate in said Westfield, to
E. O. Thibodeau
Anderson Bros.
(5 cents), bread and
butter— three wit: Lot number one hundred sixty.J
. Martin & Son
three on “Plan of house lots in WestAtlantic & Pacific
slices— 2d. (4 cents), and coffee 2d. field village, Westfield, Maine” ac~
Keegan, Me.
(4 cents), and I have not yet ceased cording to survey of Everett FI BurStockholm, Me
being astonished at the quality and leigh, surveyor, in 1911, being the
Octave Demers
Stockholm Lumber Co.
quantity of everything. For example same premises conveyed to said
Napoleon Duperry
George P. Kelly by Edwin C. Burleigh
Merrill & Anderson
the rice pudding (made with milk) et als by deed dated December l()th,
H. J, Soucier
Standard Veneer Co.
was the kind one gets at home. The 1913, recorded in Aroostook Registry
V. It. Levassuer
and
P. P. Roy
women attendants were alert, eager of Deeds, Vol. 274, Page 225;
Limestone
with suggestions, and cheerful Eve- whereas the said Rue T. Snow by his
___..
deed of assignment dated May 27,
L.
A. Cyr
Mars
Hill
Me.
rything about the place was ^potless y
recorded in Aroostook Registry
F. F. Finnemore
clean * * * Prices in the first- of Deeds, Vol. 283, Page 463, sold, asC. A. Small
class resturants and the moderate-!signed and conveyed to the Frontier
T. J. Pierce
Sq ua Pan, Me.
price places in London
today
are Trust Company, a corporation exist
Geo.
E. Pitcher
ing by law located at Fort Fairfield in
X. J. Smith
practically the same as in America, said County of Aroostook and State
htit 1 have never seen a place at home 0f Maine, the said mortgage, the debt
Bridgewater, Me.
Easton, Me.
where I could get for the money so thereby secured and all right, title
F.
G.
Everett
&
Son
C. W. Spear
satisfactory a lunch as I had at this ^n(I interest in the premises therein
Stackpole & Good
. .
.
__described, acquired under and by vir\V. A. McPherson
restaurant for about 22 cents.
tue thereof; and whereas the condiNaturally London restaurant keep- tion of said mortgage is broken, now,
era are much disturbed by the govern- therefore, by reason of the breach of
ment’s entrace into the
restaurant
condition of said mortgage tho
. .
.
.
, .
nn.tnn sam Frontier Trust Company claims a
business, for not only does the nation foreclosure thereof an(/ ffj ves
this
sell food more cheaply, give better notice for the purpose of foreclosing
quality and more liberal portions, and the same.
ia general give better bargains than
March 19,
Fort Fairfield, Maine
tbe privately owned establishments, 1919.
but the present indications are that
FRONTIER TRUST COMPANY
Houlton Local B ra n c h , 74 B a n g o r Street
fee annual profit rate will be approx
By its Attorneys, Powers & Guild.
H . E . M ish o u , M a n a g e r
imately 70 per cent.
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CHURCH SERVICES

LENTEN SERVICES

SPATS

U. S. IS NOW CHIEF
PRODUCER OF TUNGSTEN

.50

Me G A R Y ’S3
S hoe S tore

These

ENGLAND SOLVING
EATING PROBLEM

Dealers
Sell
“Swift’s

Premium” Oleomargarine

WS.S.
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

ISSUEDbYTHF

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

T im e*

AUTHORIZED
•• A G E N T ••

ofthe United Stales
TREASURY DOTH
4-A

Women
W ere Just
Going to Vote
In the last days of
Pompeii, w hen Ve
suvius blew up, and
spoiled everything.
I t 's a wise thing for
ladies—and gentle
m en—to be safe
g u a rd e d a g a in s t
blow ups and blow
o u ts , e s p e c ia lly
whenspinning along
a country road.
A nd the best pro
tection against blow
outs is G o o d rich
S ilv e rto w n C o rd
T ire s, thosp hand
some, powerful tires,
you see on most
sm art cars—
T h e tires w ith the
T w in R e d - D ia 
m on d s o n th e
sidewall.

S ilv e rto w n ’s c a b le cord body is immune
to ordinary puncture.
Silvertown Cords also
give a special ease,
elegance, and econ
omy, unm atched by
other tires, and ren
der the full S e r v - ;
ice Value of all j
Goodrich Tires.
1
B u y G o o d rich Tires^<
fro m a D ea le r/
1

GOODREH

Order a pound carton today
S w ift & Company
U. S. A.

i. .e

HOULTON

PAGE FOUR

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1919

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF HOULTON

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
OF CO-PARTNERSHIP

CORNS, CALLUSES
QUIT QUICK!
Two Drops of “Gsts-lt” Will Do It
____________
_
/our toe with a knife
B v sr hand-carve
you

trying to get rid or
sr a corn?
E v er use
sensors and snip off part of the corn too
close to the quick? Ever pack up your;
toe with "contraptions” and plasters as
"
though
you were packing a glass vase
for parcel post? EOver
ver use
use greasy
greasy ointoint
••
ments that rub off on your stocking?
Kver use sticky tape that gets jerked off

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

CLASSI FI ED ADS

Houlton is an ideal place to spend W h ite Chester Pigs For Sale. Apply
to A. E. Astle, Houlton, Me.
direction
. Several lakes are situated
Situated in Houlton, the very heart
Girl W a n t e d For G eneral Ho u sew o rk.
M rs L eo n ard A. Pierce, M ain St.
-of the world famous Aroostook Coun near Houlton, and the immense pota
101 f
to and wheat fields afford wonderful
ty, Maine.
The hotel will accommodate 100 scenery for the tourist.
W a t c h B arg ains in Osgood's
LIFE is u n c e r t i a n - b e tte r ta k e a Seew inthe
July 4th the annual horse racing
d o w then step inside and ex
guests— not a dark room or court
Policy w it h the good old r e l i 
amim* Dunn.
able E q uitab le L ife Assurance Society
room in the house.
Every room takes place.
T H E O . J. F O X , A g en t
The agricultural Fair is held Aug.
opens into the sunlight, this very few
For Sale: 1 Ho lstein Bull, tw o yrs. old
;i ■jm
11. 1:gwowr-f'-'ycraur ■we-mmmtprice sixty dollars.
Phone
su2-22.
hotels in the United States can say 27-28-2950.
Hosemen claim this to he the fast
W . E. Fan.joy. Hodgdon. M ain". 11 Ip
A Sunday home for the commer
est full half-mile track in this see
cial traveler and tourist.
FO R EC LO SU R E OF MORTGAGE
W anted:
M an and W if e . W it h o u t
Houlton. the largest town and the tion.
child re n; or reliable
hoiiseke.-per.
Whereas, Joseph J. Marriott, of
to work on farm.
F. W . Bishop. lltl'
lloulloii, Aroostook County, .Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated December
L r s t ; On the Calais
Road, about 2
1013, and recorded in the Aroostook
miles from Houlton, a fur mill). Mar.
Registry of Deeds in Vol. 30.5, Cage
lbtli.
W i l l tinder p le a s "
leave
at
3:511, conveyed to me. the undersigned,
T I M F S Otlice, or tel. 2m; 2.
11 !
the following described real estate, tnwit : The Snell House lot in the v il
Lost: A Scotch Collie p u d . answ ers to
lage of Houlton. being a part of lot
name of " V ic t o r y ."
Finder
[(lease
numbered thirty-eight
ids) in the
a d dress l i e M ilitary St., or Tel. 62
South Division of said Houlton and
111 f
bounded and described as follows: Be
ginning at tile southeast coiner e! the
Xehulon fngersoll store lot on the Found on W ed ne sd ay . M a rc h 26, a
gentl em en s watch, in Houlton. O w n 
north side of the road passing through
er may get sam e by proving prope r
(he Creek village; thence easterly on
ty and p avin g fer this ad at the
said road to the southwest corner of
T I M E S Otlice,
the lot formerly occupied by Jsiah
Could and conveyed to him by Frank
lin Putnam, March 55, 1.S42; thence For Sale or Exchange fo r C attle , a pair
of dappled grey mitres, six years old.
c-ounty seat, has the county court your summer vacation,
northerly on said Gould’s west line ten
weight, thiitv hundred, just came out
house, several banking houses, large
Make your headquarters at tlu ( 10) rods to the northwest corner
of the woods, in fine condition.
woolen mill, several lumber compan- Snell House. I , L. Scott. Proprietor; thereof, three CD rods to the east line
Phone S02-22. W. E. Fan.joy.
114n
of
said
Gould
lot;
thence
northerly
ies, two flour mills, which have a ca- Edmond J. Lanouse, Manager.
advt
parallel with the east line of said lot
paclty of milling 50 barrels of flour
numbered thirty-eight
(58) to the On H a nd at Bryson's M i ll : Drop Sid
ing Hardwood flooring, moldings,
Reserve Pist. No. 1 Meduxnekeag Stream; theme up said
per day. Wheat crop last year was Charter No. 274>
spruce sheathing and flooring, win
R E P O R T OF C O N D IT IO N OF T H E
stream
to
tho
east
line
of
said
Inger300,000 bushels, the yield of bushels
dow finish, cant-dog stocks and
soll lot; thence southerly on said east
per acre was 27, this being the big
whil’fel trees, neckvokes, all finish
line of said lngersoll lot to the place
ed in native wood. Prices right. 141f
gest yield of any state in North
of beginning. Reserving, however a
passage way on the west side of said
America.
IN T H E S T A T E OF M A IN E
Gould lot as described in the deed from
The potato crop for 1918 was 23,At tlie close of business, March I. I!M!*. said Putnam to said Gould, above re
4)00,000 bushels.
RESOURCES
ferred to, excepting a part thereof
and discounts,
Houlton also has six churches, : Loans
bounded and described as follows, toincluding rediscounts,
$321.0 to.is
i.nni.is w it: -Beginning at an iron stake on the
The partnership heretofore exist
Ricker Classical Institute, fine public
i Overdrafts unsecured
-74.IP
dividing line between the Walter Man ing between the undersigned, is this
achpols, Houlton
Business College, U. S. bonds and eermutual
consent.
sur homestead lot on which he former day dissolved by
Madigan and Aroostook hospitals, 1 tificates of indebted
ly lived and the hotel property above Samuel I). Hamilton retires from the
ness pledged to s e 
beautiful Blks Home, new
$80,000 cure U. S. deposits
described at a point fourteen (14) rods firm and the business will in the fut
(par value)
50,000.00
and five (5) feet, more or less, from ure be carried on under the firm name
Masonic Temple, also new
Temple j U. S. bonds and certhe
Meduxnekeag
Stream; thence <of Hamilton & Grant Co., by H. Ran
;
tificates
of
indebted
Theatre and library.
ness pledged as
westerly at right angles with said div kin Grant, who will pay all debts of
Houlton business men have a strong 1 collateral for State
iding line eighty-six ( 86) feet to an . the firm, and to whom all persons
1 or other deposits or
organisation called the Chamber of ; bills payable
at an : owing the firm are requested to make
i' o.ooo.oo
70,000.00 iron stake; thence northerly
Liberty
Loan
Ronds
angle of one hundred ( 100) degrees payment.
Commerce.
1 3>£.
4,
4Vi
unHoulton, Me., March 19, 1919.
and forty-seven (47) minutes eight ( 8)
The elevation of Houlton is 1200 ! pledged
22,607.50
SAMUEL D. HAMILTON,
rods, more or less, to said stream;
feet; purest of drinking water, beau Liberty Loan Ronds
H. R. GRANT,
thence down said stream to said div
3Va. 4. 4 Vi % pledged
tiful park in center of town, several to secure postal s a v 
313
iding line; thence southerly along and
5,000.00
garages, which can accomodate over ings deposits
by said dividing line fourteen (14)
.
,
,, ; Liberty Loan Bonds
rods and five (5) feet, more or less, to
STA T E M E N T OF
1, good auto roads, n early a ll
3 vi. 4, 4\i
pledged
place
of
beginning.
Also
excepting
Ownership, Management, Uirculation. etc.
State roads. Delightful auto trips;
iV b iiS
D I A S . H. FnOO
and reserving from this conveyance a ! Editor,
2.9,000.on
o n ho taken from Houlton In a n y , payable
16,6o7.50 piece or parcel of land this day eon- j Managing Editor
mm^ m ' Securities other than
veyed by said Marriott to John B. j Business Manager
■ ” -■ i U. S bonds [not inYadigan and being a piece off the
Houlton. Maine
{ eluding stocks) o w n 
north end of said property.
j Publisher, Times Publishing Go.,
ed unpledged
I45.22ii.tid
NO TICE
OWNERS
____ Is to give notice that after >Total bonds, securi
And whereas the condition of said
etc., other than
Chas. 11. Fogg
Houlton, Maine
mortgage
is
broken;
j
this date I shall pay no bills con- ties,
1
45,223.66
U.
S.
Ghas. G. Runt
-tracted on my account unless on a Stock of Federal R e 
Now, therefore, by reason of breach
L. O. Ludwig
serve Bank (509c of
written order from me.
4,50U.0P of the condition thereof, I claim a ,T. II. Kidder
of subscription)
S A M U E L L. DR EW .
foreclosure of said mortgage and give R. E. Donovan
Value of banking
Oakfleld, Me.
house
15,ooo.im)
this notice for that purpose.
(Signed) GHAS. 11. FOGG. Mgr.
March 2d. 1919.
313 Equity in banking
15,000.00
OLIN B. BUZZELL,
house
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this
I,awful reserve with
. 'If.
3:5.473.01 Bv his Attorneys, Doherty & Tompkins 31st day of March, l 1
Federal Reserve Bank

SNELL HOUSE

Cash in vault and net
amounts due from
national batiks
Checks on other banks
in the same city or
town
as
reporting
hank
$61.87:5.01
Total
tunc* u ith
- . -..............
and
*' - I ' T r
due from U. S. T r e a s 
urer
----,
. ,
. .
( hecks on hank located
outside of city or
town of reporting bank
and other cash items
Interest earned but not
collected— approximate
— on Notes and Bills
Receivable not past
due
W a r Savings Oort id
eates and T h r i f t
Stamps actually owned

514

(L.

S.)

JAMES

AR C HIBALD

1.350.oo

7.150.00

Conservatories
16 m

D $t.

3.500.00

ioa.no

088.61

LOWERS

33.81

ARE

NOW

BLOOMING

P R O F U S E L Y - CARNATIONS, ROSES

$688,331.16
L IAB ILIT IE S
S5 50, 000.
Capital stock paid in
100, 000.
Surplus fund
Undivided profits
25,042.3!!
Less current expenses.
interest, and taxes
2,177.36 53.86 t.03
paid
Interest and discount
collected or credited,
in advance of maturity
and not earned (approxi
,073
mate)
Circulating notes out46,300
‘ •Oeto-It” P u t a Y o u r F e e t In C lo ver i standing
j Individual d e n o s i t s
— I t E n d s C orn * Q uickly .
314, 758.
1 subject to check
,763
Postal savings deposits
w hen you pull your stocking off? Kind
300 ,471.
Other
time
deposits
o’ foolish, when 2 or 3 drops of " G e t s - lt ” Bills payable with F ed 
oh any corn or callus gives it a quick,
40,000.00
eral Reserve Bank
painless,
peaceful, dead-sure funeral!
W h y putter and suffer? " G e t s - lt ” stops
Total
$688,331.16
corn pains, it lets you work, smile and State of Maine, County of Aroostook, ss.
dance, even with corns.
It's the com
I, Robert F. Ward, Cashier of the above
mon-sense way, the only simple, easy
w ay —peels corns off like a banana peel. named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above
statement is true to the best of my
Used by millions. It never fails.
knowledge and hePef.
"G e ts -lt.”
the
guaranteed,
moneyR O B E R T F. W A R D , Cashier
h '.ck corn-remover, the only sure way,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
« :sts but a trifle at any drug
stm-.
of March, lOl'.t.
M T d by E. Law rence & Go.. Chicago, 13th Adav
A R O X A. P U T N A M , Notary Public
111.
(.■erect
Attest:
8oid in Houlton and recommended as
W. P. M A N S U R
the w orld’s best corn renmdy by (). F.
A. T. P U T N A M
French & Son, and Leighton M Feelcy.
(5. I f D U N N
Monro’s W est End Ddug Store.
1(irectors
Total

A N I)

VIOLETS.

THE

PRIMULAS,

PRIMROSES, CYCLAMEN AND BE
GONIAS ARE B E A U T IF U L — A L L OF
THESE ARE NICE TO SEND TO A
SICK FRIEND OR CONVALESCENT.
FOR YOUR PA RTIES AND TEAS
FLOWERS ARE MOST ESSENT
I A L .........................................................
LET

Chadwick
A TTE N D TO YOUR F LO RA L NEEDS

•■w/’aaoi ■"■s.c'V'Viwn*—

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

App ren tice w an ted to learn M i llin e r y .
Apply

to .Mrs.

Capable

Girl

family
Otlice.

of

F. Sincock.

W anted

two.

for

Inquire

113p

w o rk
at

in

T IM E S
J21f

" W a n t e d a Free Home for a Girl Five
years old.
.Maine.

H o u lto n

Apply

F lo u r and

Pox

Feed

old Merritt mills.
W . L. Carr, Prop.

W anted:

145 Cari bou
21::

Capaole

M ills

(T h e

T e le p h o n e

Girl

*or

i7t)

General

housew ork.
A p p ly to Mrs. Geo.
Gorh am . Pleasant St.

W anted:

a

fre e

home

fo r

lormal boy of 12 vault's.
15ox 13,5. ( 'a riboit. Me.

For

Sale:

Stock

and

a

A.

bright,

App ly

F ix t u r e s

to
21 5

of

Young Ladies W anted to look

in O s

good s window and see the Elegant
display of the very Latest things in
Beads.
S t a r k e y ’s M e a t S lic e r

finishing touch
bacon (Me.

on

just

puts

smoked

the

beef,

1 have one nice w a rm room to let, on

ly a few steps from Post Office.
Apply to <’. G. Bunt, at TIMES Of
fice.
Ground Bone is w h a t

th e

hens

like

this season of the year. Call Starkey’s market, 75 and order some.
M ap le Spring W a te r is Being Used by

many people at this season of the
year. Leave your orders at the
TIMES Otlice

a N e w M odern House F or Sale on
Weeks Ave., six rooms with bath
For particulars inquire of C. B
Esters, Main Street

small G r o c e ry business.
Inquire of
T P. N eld er. Montieello, Me.
Tel.

S3 I -! .9.

For Rent M ay 1st the Rooms now o c  Colored Spectacles and Eye
cupied b\
Dr. Jackson.
Sincock
at Osgood’s. Many styles
Bio. k
215p
prices.
For All

K inds

P'lpm'ing,
Boulog ne.

of

House

P a in tin g

or

call or telephone J.
W
Pleasan t St.
Tel. 114-5.
tf

W a n t e d A tlas of Aroostook C o u nty by

ltowc & Colby. State condition and
price. J. H. Stuart A- Co.. South
Paris, Maine.
215p
For Sale Dry

H a rd

Glasses
at

low

Special, M a r c h 29, en din g A p r il 5— 19,
full size Gup and Saucer 25c, $3.00

per doz. see our window display. F.
A. Cates & Co.
213
T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all

machines

as well as Carbon Paper made by
Webster— There’s none better. Call
or send to TIMES Office.

W ood e i t h e r in 4 Students like to buy Fountain Pens of

foot lengths or 16 inch.
Call or
telephone Walter K. Putnam, Tel.
122-5.
215p

Osgood for he sells only GOOD
PENS and he repairs pens as well.
Free Ink for your Pen too.

For Sale at a Bargain, 1 “ Iron Clad”
F o r Sale

Overland

“Country

Club

Roadster” in Good Repar, Newly
Painted. For particulars Inquire of
L. G. Ludwig.
313
Osgood’s Hand made 14 K t Solid Gold

Wedding Rings are getting more
popular all the time. To see them
is to buy them.

incubator, capacity 150 eggs, used
only one season, in good condition.
Apply to Jack McNair, Park St.
Farm of 165 Acres, 2 ^ m iles from R.
R. station, stock and equipment jt«
go with it. Further details may be

obtained by calling on Roland H.
Hovey, Houlton, Tel. 241 or 131-4.

My Public C arriage Busi For
Sale:
Barred
Rock, day-old
ness. A good outfit with a good
chicks; good laying strain, $18.00
line of patronage. Apply to A. F.
per 100; $15.00 per 100 after May
Atherton. Tel. 203-4.
1st. C. H. Nickerson, Houlton R.
No. 2, Tel. 803-4.
12tf

For Sale;

Special, March 29, ending A pril 5— 19,

full size Cup and Saucer 25c, $3.00 F o r Sale: A bookcase of antique de
per doz. see our window display. F.
sign and elaborate carving; A very
A. Cates & Co.
215
attractive sideboard; A modern hat
tree; An iron Swing chair; A table
Subscriptions fo r any M agazine or
and chair combined, also one organ.
Newspaper may be left at the
Wm. Mcllroy, Kelleran St.
TIMES Office, where the lowest
price can be obtained.
Seed Oats:
Me. No. 340 seed-oats
weighing 40 lbs. to measured bush
Storage Room, dry and safe place fo r
el. Absolutely free from mustard
furniture can be obtained by apply
or kale. Originated by Maine Exp.
ing to Frank L. Rhoda. Tel. 206-4,
Sta. and considered by them best
or D. C. Libby. Tel. 462-5.
variety ever grown for Maine con
ditions. $1.60 per bu. new bags, W.
For Sale— Three p air heavy horses,
H. Smith, Newport, Me. Tel. 72.
just out of the woods and in good
411p
shape, also 1 pair mules, and a good
driving horse. Apply C. W. Star- Farm F or Sale in East Hersey Stock
key.
and team included, a full line of
fanning tools, plenty of hay and
A Second Hand Bed fo r Sale Includ
potatoes and oats, third horse for
ing bed stead, mattress and spring
driver. /This farm is in a high state
and will be sold at a bargain. C. O.
of cultivation. 13 acres plowed, six
Grant, Franklin Ave., or at office
tons of 4-8-4 Phosphate in the barn.
Market Square.
tf
Will sell at a bargain as I am not
able to work it building nearly new
F c r Sale 1 one-horse T ru ck W agon, 1
if interested address John R. Main,
double wagon, 1 rubber-tired, twoR. F. D. No. 1, Island Falls, Me.
seated top buggy, 1 driving wagon,
1 single harness. All in good condi
tion. Inquire of Lewis H. Porter, Farm s F or Sale— 160 Acre Farm , 43
acres tillage, bal. wood and pasture,
Phone 207-12.
212p
price $3500. 115 acre farm, 55 acres
smooth lpvel fields, large orchard,
Farm For Sale, 50 acres in L ittle to n .
600 barrels apples in season, price
about 15 acres cleared, balance in
$3200.
100 acre farm, 60 acres
lumber. Near to school, stores and
smoothl evel fields, bal. wood and
R.R, siding, on road to Presque Isle.
pasture, large 2-story house, large
House alone worth twice what is
barn, water system cost $1000, this
asked for the whole farm. Address
is one of the best farms in Oxford
“ B.” Times Office.
13tf
County and can be bought for $6009.
200 acre farm, 25 acres tillage, 115
W o m a n of unquestioned R efin em en t,
acres wood land and pasture, 1000
25 to 45 years of age for splendid
apple trees, price $3800. These farms
traveling position embodying modi
are all excellent potato farms and
fied form of salesmanship. Must be
well located near railroad and in
unencumbered and able to leave
good farming communities For sale
home.
Appearance, sincerity and
by L. A. Brooks, Real Estate Agent,
willingness to work more essential
South Paris, Maine.
than previous business experience;
reply must state age, education and
brief personal description. Position Auto L ist F o r 1919. A list of S tate af
Maine
Automobile
Registrations
pays salary from start. Exception
giving name of owner, license num
al opportunity for teachers. E. H.
ber, style of car, and manufactur
Dver, 22 Deacon St., Boston, Mass.
er's number, also trucks and motor
113p
cycles, will be published during the
coming year. This list will be is
F a rm F o r S ale : 85 acres, 50 in fields,
sued
monthly at a subscription
27 in wood lot. 10 in pasture; good
price of $5.00 for the twelve num
land and buildings; 1% miles from
bers or 50 cents a single copy. AuSkowhegan Station; near electrics;
tomoblists,
dealers, and
garage
itoaufiful view.
This farm is under
men will undoubtedly appreciate
a high state of cultivation and is
this service and avail themselves of
o ' v of the best in this section of
the opportunity to secure copies.
M a i m 1.
Will
include
machinery,
No list was available in 1918. The
w agons, harness, hay, etc. Write for
edition, we understand, will be
p artic u la rs and picture of buildings.
limited
and sent only to subscrib
Price, $7500. half cash, balance easy
ers.
Orders may be left at the
terms. E. L. Bagelv, Sknowhegan.
TIMES Office,
415
OBUCJESKBa

» «

TYK

►JFT
M

o n d a y

T u e s d a y

W ed nes day

I
Wm. S. Hart

Marguerite
Clark

Billie West

IX

Flag Fast
Comedy

“Out of a
Clear Sky”

J. Dal Luther
& Co.

Saturday

Thursday

V

I

thel

Cl a y t o n

;

Wm. S. Hart

Ethel Clayton

IX

I X

“The
Bargain”

“Women’s
Weapons”
M o o n lig h t
D a n c e at
The H ey w o o d

J. Dai Luther
& Co.

J. Dal Luther
& Co.
'iM n

*

M a c k S en n ett
F a st C o m e d y
P a th e N e w s

j Pauline
Frederick

H a r o ld L o id
Com edy

IX

“A [Daughter
| of the South”
i J. Dal Luther
& Co.

P ara m o u n tB r a y C a rto o n

1

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1919

F. A. Gellerson returned

Regular meeting of N. E. O. P. F ri
day evening, April 4th. Important

Monday

from a month's visit in Boston with

OF L OC AL I N T E R E S T
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business.

relatives.
Miss Elizabeth Shaw returned Mon
day from Boston where she has been

V . S. SAWIN & CO.
Dealers in Hay and S traw

All come.

ROXBURY,

Col. F. M. Hume of the lb.'Ird Regt.
left Brest on Thursday last
steamship America.

on

the

Co. L also of that

Church will meet, this Wednesday al- for the past two months.
regiment left Saturday on the Aga
rooms by illness.
The Misses i'earle, Bernice and
Walter West of Moro, spent a few ternoon, with Mrs. Black, High St.
memnon. The}’ will arrive in Boston
F. Oakes Bryson who is with the Feme Briggs, returned to Miilinocket
days In town last week with friends.
the hist of this week or the first of
Mrs. S. Friedman left here Monday Ambulance section, A. E. F. has been Monday, where they are teaching in
next.
for Boston for a visit with her par promoted to the rank of Sergeant.
tin1 grade schools of the “ Magic c i t y , " _____________________________________
Messrs. J. E. and Winthrop Robin
ents.
after
spending
a two weeks vacation N
Mo t..i c e of, F_.i r s t. M
.. e e t..i n g„ of- C r e d i t o r s
1
E. J. Bolen was in Fort Fairfield and son left Monday evening for Augusta,
District C o u r t o f the United States
Presque Isle last week on a short called there by the death of their at the home ot their parents. Mi-, and j n
1dsfor the Nor ther n Division of the
uncle.
Mrs.
A.
O.
Briggs,
School
St.
business trip.
triet of Maine.
In Bankruptey.
Mrs. Otis Oakes, daughter of Mr.
H. E. Kimball of Franklin street,
In the matter of
I
I ;111kru1111•v
Julia A!
.Merrill
bas accepted a position with Almon and Mrs. Frank Eowrey, who was
is at the Madigan Hospital, is recover
Bankrupt !
H. Fogg Co.
Tn tin- . icditurs Mi' said Julia .M. .Mci B. B. McIntyre of the Houlton ing rapidly.
i 'niiiit \
nr
tin
of
IVrhatn in
tinJ K r
There will he a Social held in Grange
Water Co., returned last week from a
A n ■,ist i >o|,;. a rid 1dst riot a Ii ii'i-sa id, dankHall,
Friday
evening,
Apr.
4,
to
which
rupt.
trip to Boston.
_* ....
1. .V
on ♦the
Xoti IV is her eby Riven .tnat
Miss Dorothy Mitchell and Phil all members of the Grange and their
At a meeting of the citizens of this Jl st. day nl* Mai rll, a . n. p m :' t hr said
families
are
invited.
Somerville are home from Colby Col
J u da -.M
ad.i udiwas
duly
Ali'i'irill
Hugh Tracey of Bangor, who has town held Monday evening, at the Red .imia
lege during vacation time.
ea t cd
1>ankrupit: and
that
the lirst
Cross
rooms,
the
matter
of
giving
the
been
the
guest
of
his
sister,
Mrs.
Geo.
P. L. Rideout of the J. A. Browne &
meeti ng of Iared itnrs will he held at the
Co., returned Saturday, from the Bos E. Cressey, during the past week, re returning soldiers a proper reception onion ol' I'klwin D. Vail, in Houlton, on
tin' I! ith da V of ' A] nil. A. D.
P:•i !•. at
turned to his home Saturday.
ton and New York markets.
was discussed and it was the concen 10.01) ,del oek in the f orenoon at w'hieh
Misses
Dorothea
Stetson,
Lucy
Bernard Esters arrived home from
may
att end,
sus of opinion of those present, that time the■ s; lid creditors
trustee.
prove their olai ms, appoint
a
Colby College Friday, to spend the Chamberlain, and Messrs. Fred Burns
and Donald Stuart, left Monday to re the welcome should he of such a na- PXamine thp bankrupt aml transact such
school recess with his parents.
ture as coming from the Municipality, other business as may properly come beMrs. Charlotte Burtt returned Friday sume their studies at the U. of M.
fore said meeting.
and
a committee as follows was ap
from a trip to the New York fashion
Mrs. Preston Burleigh left last week
Dated at Houlton, .March 21st, 1919.
E P W T N L. VATL,
markets where she purchased goods. for Annapolis, called there by the ill- pointed by Bernard Archibald, who
Referee in Bankruptcy.
M e n ’s suits in
the n e w
Spring
Charles F. Clifford has been confined |ness of her son, Ralph, who is a stu- acted as chairman of the meeting: Dr.
N o tice of F ir s t M ee tin g of C red ito rs
styles.
Suits that look n ew ,
fresh,
-to his home during the past week, dent at the U. S. Naval Academy,
F. W. Mitchell, James H. Kidder, A. PL
In the District Court of the United States bright and cheerfu l,
suffering from an attack of pleurisy.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Harry ■
Astle, Thos. V. Doherty, Fred Putnam,
for the Northern Division of the Die0 n e o f these sult8 w l „ a d d t
Richard Ludwig is at home from \Tilley will regret to hear of the death
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy
.
J
P. L. Rideout and N. C. Estabrooke,
ap pe aran ce, g i v e you n e w e n e r g y and
school during vacation, with his par- of their young son, Frederick McLeod
In the matter of
1
help you to do things
ents, Mr. and Mrs.L.O. Ludwig, Court ■Tilley, age 10 months, at St. John, on w h o w e r e instru cted to w ait upon the John
York
In Bankruptcy
°
St.
1Monday.
m un ic ipal officers in v ie w o f callin g fo r ■
Bankrupt.;
Y o u w il l like the styles, patterns,
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson G. Niles are reErnest Swaim, an employee of J. H. a pecial town meeting for the purpose
To
the
creditors
of
said
John m ak e and fit- a n d > a b o v e all, you w il l
celvjng congratulations on the birth of Hallett, passed away, Thursday, after |of making full arrangements for a York of Ashland in the county of ap pr e c ia te the lo w prices.
Aroostook and District aforsaid, b a n k - "
H e r e ar e the n e w fu rn i s h in g s and
a son, at the Madigan Hospital, Satur- a short illness. The sympathy of the celebration.
rupt.
day.
!community is expended to the widow
hats
too.
Notice is hereby given that on the

WILL WELCOME CO. L
AND OTHER SOLDIERS
JN FITTING MANNER

Miss Jeanette Stuart who was opera-,and son.
In the District Court of the United States
led on last week, at the Aroostook ■ The ladies of the Congregational
for the Northern Division of the D is 
Hospital, is recovering very satisfac Church will hold their spring sale of
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
torily.
|useful and fancy articles, and cooked In the matter of
Fred Drinkwater had themisfortune
to injure his right hand quite severely,
when a boiler that he was handling
fell on It.
Martin Leighton, Park Ave., has been
Incapacitated from his work during
the past month by sickness, but is now

' food, on Wednesday afternoon, April
j 16th, in the vestry,
Major and Mrs. Widgery of Portland,
Capt. and Mrs. Freeman and Envoy
iLawton, were among the prominent
Salvation Army people who were in
j town over Sunday.
| Fred R. Logan who has been over
able to walk out.
Chiistian Solence Services held seas with an artillery Co., has arrived
each Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock home, having received an honorable
Hall, March SOth, Subject: “Reality.” discharge, and is being warmly wel
comed by his many friends.
A ll are welcome.
Mrs. E. S. Powers left Saturday for
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Berman who
have been In N ew York to attend the Montclair, N. J., having been called
wedding of Mr. Berman’s brother, ar there on account of the illness of Mrs.
Don A. H. Powers, who is visiting her
rived home Friday.

Hudson

Dickinson
j
Jn Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |
To the creditors of said Hudson D.
Dickinson, of Houlton in
the
county
of Aroostook,
and District
aforesaid,
Notice is hereby given that on the 28th
day of March, A. D. 1919 the said H u d 
son L. Dickinson was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of
creditors will be held at the office of
Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton on the 19th
day of April, A. D. 1919, at 10 o’clock
in the forenoon at which time the said
creditors m ay attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the b an k 
rupt and transact such other business as
may properly come before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, March 28, 1919.
E D W I N L. V A IL ,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
N o tice of F ir s t M ee tin g of C red ito rs
Ij

daughter, Mrs. C. P. Kinsman.

The Snell House was taxed to its
Miss Mary Briggs and Mrs. O. F.
eapacity on Thursday last, while the
Smith,
left Monday for Lewiston, to
V. C. T. members were in town, every
attend the Grand Lodge Session of
room in the house being taken.
Messrs. Ellis Green of Danforth, and iNew England Order Protection, which
H arry Green o f Presque Isle, were in [convenes in that city on April 2nd.
town last week on business connected j Mrs. H. O. Berry who recently subwith the B. S. Green Bros, chain of j mitted to a surgical operation at the
atores.
! Aroostook Hospital is
convalescing
Dr. John Potter of the U. S. A. M e d - ! verY satisfactorily, which
is good
leal Corps, who has'had the rank 0f !new8 tor her many friends in this
Lieutenant, has been promoted to ! vicinityCaptain, which his many friends will j Word has been received by Mrs. i
be glad to know.
jJohn Poltrick that her husband, a
Adam Starkey who recently under-1 member of Co. L 103rd Inf. had arrived
went a surgical operation has recov- ;at Hoboken, N. J. in a casual Company
ered sufficiently to be able to return ' and had been sent t0 CamP Merritt for
to his duties at Starkey’s market, af- discharge.
e r an absence of six weeks.
E. Buinpus has sold his residence on
Kelleran street to Mr. Davenport of

New Brunswick, and he and Mrs. Bumto

pus will move to Massachusetts
make their home with their son.

Ensign Stanwood A. Melcher, U. S.
N . R. of Mount Holly, N. J., is the :
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Hall
Jr. Mr. Melcher was a room-mate of
Mr. Hall’s in college, and is now lo- j
cated in Philadelphia.

Geo. E. Cressey, manufacturing op-j
Phil Hussey of Dalhousie, N. B.
who is connected with a large lumber tician- bas removed his office in the :
concern in that place was in

town i Mansur block

to

more

commodious I

several days last week calling 0n l duarters on t h e f l o o r a b o v e w h e r e b e j
friends, made during his
residence has a splendidly lighted suite of
rooms especially fitted up to suit the j
here.
Dr. E. C. Bates has rented the
Harry R. Burleigh house on Pleasant
street, and will occupy It on the re
turn of Mrs. Bates, from St. Stephen,
N. B. where she has been spending
the winter with her parents.

needs of his growing business.

Important to Ladies
We want you to know—and try
—our splendid complexion and
skin beautifier

Cream of
Roses
It contains no grease,

oils or

harmful ingredients; is a prep
aration we g u a ra n te e

pure and

good; ought to be on every wo
man’s toilet table.

40c p e r B o t t le

Hatheway Drug Co.
T h e R e x a ll S to re

25th day of March. A. D. 1919 the said
John
York
was
duly
adjudicated
bankrupt and that the first meeting
of creditors will be held at the office of
Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on the 19th
i day
of
April, A.
D.
1919,
at
10.00
o'clock in the forenoon, at which
time
the said creditors may attend,
prove
■their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come
before
sstil meeting.
Dated at Houlton, March 25th, 1919.
E D W I N L. V A I L .
Referee in Bankruptcy.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

Dr. Williams who spent the winter in
California returned Saturday, and will
practise his profession at his residence
on Main street. He was accompanied
from Boston by his daughter, Marian,
who will spend the spring vacation at i
Mrs. A. L. Lumbert left Tuesday for home
Boston, and later will go to New York
Capt. C. D. Smith of Perth, N. B , ;
to meet her brother, Douglas, who re
was the guest, several days last week ,
turns from France. After his discharge
in town of his sister, Mrs. Ered Dun- ’
they will take a motor trip and return
lap. Capt. Smith has recently return
home in their new Locomobile.
ed home from four years service in
The yard engine at the B. & A. sta the Canadian Army, having served in ;
tion left the rails twice last week both the Infantry and Artillery bran
while shifting cars at the lower end of ches of the service.
the yard, without any damage other
The Ladies Missionary Society of
than the extra work of getting It back
the Free Baptist Church, will give a
on the iron, frost and soft ground caus
“Mock Graduation” in the vestry on !
ed the trouble.
Thursday evening, April 3rd. “All |
Ensign Leland McElwee, U. S. N. R., them wat want to hav a good laff, be j
spent a few days In town last week shoor and kum, performants to begin
with his mother. Leland has recently at ate. Admushun thurty-flve sents.
received his discharge from the Navy Spechul wrates, seventy-five sents a :
and started Monday for Ft. Worth, cupel.”
Texas, where he expects to enter a

:i...... 11.

PERKINS, Grocer

So C e n t e r S t., B r e w e r
Phone:

Res. 907-M

Store 2347-W

Special Boots
For Spring W e a r
in

LOW PRICE OF POTATOES

Brow ns, Black,
Grays & White

SPEND 6 CENTS

S to 7

FOR A B. F. A. CIGAR

A to D

$5.00 to $10.00

McGary Shoe
Co.

ALL THE DEALERS
SELL THEM
'

AUTO

NEED A

NEW TO P?

C u r ta in s tord? C e llu lo id out? C u s h io n s flatten ed ?
U p h o ls 
tery in bad sh ape?
W e ‘ ‘ m ak e g o o d ” in a ll su ch ailm e n ts, p u t
1019 ’ ’c la s s ” on old cars at m oderate cost.
W rite for p a r tic u 
lars and p rices.
.
.
.
.
.
AWNINGS
m ade of a n y size or sh ap e, tor
stores, h ouses, etc. S a tis fa c 
tion g u a ra n te e d .

SPRAY HOODS
m ad e to fit a n y b o at.
We
u se stan d ard m ateria ls.
Our
w o rk lasts.

2 U nion S treet
BREWER* M AINE

R. J. S M I T H

TIMEPIECES Z TRUTHFUL
No timepiece can be ex
pected to do its proper
work without being regu
lated while its owner
wears it, or to its every
day position.
The place to buy a
timepiece is at a reliable jewelersand the best place you can
find isn’t too good, because your
watch should be properly ad
justed before and after it is
delivered to you.

We sell only the best
makes of watches and
a sale here means care
of the movement until
it is giving all of the
accuracy in it.
We have been selling
and repairing watches since
1893 and we are proud of our
long service.
Our experience is at your
disposal.
Call and see us.

.1 N l )

O P TO M E T R IS T

HOUSTON, M A IN E

IV W

Perry Coal C o m p a n y
Presque Isle, Maine

WHOLESALE COAL

100,000 satisfied users

Anthracite and Bituminous
F R A N K R. B L A K E ,
17 F ra n k lin S t., Bangor.
Sweden S t., C arib ou .

LET US QUOTE

LO O K rO R
TH E RED BALL
TR A D E M A R K

juApuminition
IShoohng EfehT,

M. H .

FORGET ABOUT THE

MA R K E T SQTARIC

DELCO-UGHT

.

For sale by

L. S. Purington

./ A M' E L E R

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McMann left here
Tuesday for Bangor where they will
<make their future home, much to the
The complete Electric Light end
regret of a host of friends. Mr. Me
Power Plant
Mann having assumed his duties as
Supt. of the Southern Division of the Simple in construction, durable, de
pendable and efficient in operation.
B. A A. R. R.

.......

Live Bait

J. D . P E R R Y

large oil concern.

J. A. Browne received word on Sun
day o f the sudden death, in Rockland,
from pneumonia, of his friend, “Sime”
W ebb, who made periodical trips to
Houlton and who had many friends in
this town and Aroostook county. Mr.
Browne left Monday to attend the fun
eral.

SHINERS

AND ENJOY LIVING

The Assessors of the Town of Houl
ton hereby give notice to all persons j
liable to taxation in said Town, that
they will be m session at Selectmen s j
Office, Mansur Block, in said Town, on
the Second Monday of April, at Nine
O'clock, A. M. for the purpose of re
ceiving lists of polls and estates tax
able in said town.
All such persons are hereby notified
to make and bring to said Assessors
true and perfect lists of their polls and
all their estates, real and personal, not
by law exempt from taxation, which
they were possessed of, or which they
held as guardian, executor, adminis
trator, trustee or otherwise, on the first
day of April, 1919, and be prepared to
make oath to the truth of the same.
When estates of persons deceased
have been divided during the past
year, or have changed hands from any
cause, the executor, administrator or
other persons interested, are hereby
warned to give notice of such change,
and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax as
sessed although such estate has been
wholly distributed and paid over.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be DOOMED to a
tax according to the laws of the State
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of
his taxes, unless he offers such list
with his application and satisfies them
that he was unable to offer it at the
time herebv appointed.
F RA N K A. PEABODY
HOWARD WEBB
ROBT. M. L A W LIS
FRED L. PUTNAM
W. H. W A T T S
Assessors.
March 29. 1919.
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Write us what you have, and we will
send you shipping directions
immediately
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SECOND MOONLIGHT DANCE
Thursday at the Heywood

Prices on all Coal to advance M ay 1st
Telephone 403-4
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR TIRES
Spring is here!
It will not be very long before
you’ll be hopping into the “little ol’
bus’’ and hike to the country for a
long tour— but, first you should maki*
sure to give your tires the annual
spring inspection.
American motorists through neces
sity learned the “common sense” and
economy of getting the utmost wear
from their tires during 1918. An ever
increasing shortage of tires for pas
senger cars caused by government
restrictions on the importation of rub
ber,— toward the last months of the
world conflict compelled car owners
to nurse every possible mile from
their casings, >, Statistics complied by
The B. F. Goodrich Co., disclose a
tremendous increase in the sale of
tire repair material and accessories
during 1918. Tire sleeves, blow-out
patches and plastic for plugging holes
were used on a far greater scale than
ever before in the history of motor

INSURANCE PLAN
r tary Gla>., lias approved regu
lations go.erning conversion of sc; 1eliers and sailors
war-time insuram-e to standard forms of govern
ment life* insurance.
The
]>; iicies
will he ready for issuance soon and
the work ol
issing ami maintain
ing the policies is expected to make
the> war risk hurcau the largest lit,,
insurance agency in the1 world.
A treasury announcement explain
ed that tin1 form of policies which
may he obtained at option i i ex
c h a n g e for teem insurance1 cf
war

m .j*

time

B

ing.

Car owners took the tire care prob
lem seriously. They were surprised
themselves at the saving realized,
and the added mileage they got from
their tires. They saw the folly of
their previous tire extravagance.

D

But—
W ill car owners continue to prac
tice the economy methods adopted
during the war? This is the big ques
tion today.

With tire manufacturers

gradually

resuming pre-war production and as
the supply of tires reaches normal,
will owners return to the old waste
ful and careless ways? W ill Ameri
can motorists ignore those hundreds,
and in many cases, several thousand
“extra” miles their tires delivered
during the time he practised econ
omy? W ill they soon forget ws.r’s tire
lesson and return to ways of negli
gence and waste?

H

s.

Copyright, 1919

The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co.
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Injured by Chains
Illustration A shows the result of
improper application of tire chains, j
Leave chains just loose enough so thatI
every time the wheel turns the cross j
chains w ill not strike the same spot j
in the tire. If you do not heed this |
Accidents are not always respon
advice, you might preserve the illu s-; but both removed as quickly as it is forced into the cuts and worked
sible
for the front wheels being out
around
under
the
tread.
Note
the
Don’t
tration as an actual photograph of possible to make the repair,

of alignment but frequently this is
the ease. All cars, through no fault
in manfacture, are subject to this
condition and the first indication will
be given when you notice the tread
of one or both tires wearing as
Running in C ar Tracks
though a rough file had been used on
Tire F has been lighting car tracks.
them. If the tread becomes worn
Street cars are mighty handy, but j
through, and the fabric affected, then
their tracks play havoc with tires. J
the tire is beyond repair.
Correct
This tire has been less than 2000
trouble quickly to avoid necessity of
miles service, but it has been run in i
this. There is hut one remedy and
car tracks and th erubber is worn i
that is car;1. Test your front wheels
down to the fabric in a line following J
frequently and he sure that they are
the circumference of the tire. Furth
in proper alignment.
ermore, the fabric; has become worn i
Rut W o r n
ject. An inside patch was applied by IturG-Most
tiremanufacturers
have and blistered. The casing is beyond i
repair.
Illustration H shows a tire that lum
the owner, but he neglected to have IInflationschedutes which they are
the patch removed and a permanent j ver^ anxious to place in the hands of
been run in ruts. Whether the ruts
F a u lt y A l i g n m e n t
repair made at the first opportunity. ! every motorist.
A more' common tire injury is in the road are too largo or too small
This temorpary patch has gradually
Neglected Cuts
shown in illustration G. This effect is Jfor thi> tire, this wear on the sidepulled away from the position it or
Illustration E shows a casing with due to faulty alignment of the front j walls occurs, regardless. What's the
iginally held and has been forced two-thirds of its life wasted, for neg wheels.
A bent axle or steering !
through the break.
When inside lected cuts in the tough rubber tread knuckle may he responsible or pos-1 answer? Keep out of the ruts. ’Pita's
patches are used an outside emer- j have always caused it to blister. In sibly the demountable1 rim was not |were not made to withstand wear of

wait until the tire gives out, but look
up a repair man at once. Have the
8kidding
tire repaired while the injury is
Tire B shows the effect of skidding, small.
caused by a sudden application of
U nder-Inflation
the brakes. Ever fall and skin your
Under-Inflation
is
the
“white
'knee? This poor tire has experienced
plague” of the pneumatic tire. More
worse than that. Part of its face has
damage, such as shown in illustra
been scraped off. Purely careless
tion D is done, possibly, by under
ness.
inflation, than by any other cause.
The wavy condition of the thread of
Blow-outs
this
tire is due to its having been run
Illustration C is of a tire whose
soft,
with insufficient air, and con
necessary repairs have been neglect
sequently
becoming loose from the
ed. To begin with, the tire was cut
entirely through by some sharp ob- fabric through no fault of manufacyour tire.

gency band should also be

several large “ bumps” where the
sand and dirt have accumulated. If
a tire is carefully watched for these
cuts, a little plastic will heal them
quickly and no damage will result.

applied, : ^ is instance sand and dirt have been perfectly applied.

BOON TOWN OF THE
SIBERIAN COAST

which is worth some 50 cents in Can
adian money, brings 4 1-2 roubles
here.
The Canadian dollar is worth about
seven roubles 80 kopecks, although
the rate of exchange varies from day
to day. The American dollar enjoys
an average exchange rate of eight
roubles.
There are 100 kopecks in
the rouble. The Canadian forces are
paid in roubles, generally in bills of
20 and 40 roubles denomination.
All the money is paper, and the bills
are of all shapes and sizes.
The
rouble notes most highly prized, al
though for the most part extremely
disreputable in appearance, art1 those
issued under the imperial regime.

This (Vladivostok)
Is the boom
town of the Orient, writes
W. E.
Playfair, official correspondent with
Canadian forces in Siberia. There is
probably more money In Vladivostok
today than every before in the port’s
history, and as a result prices of com
modities have soared. Thousands of
Russian refugees trooped in here
when the various revolutions were on,
and they brought money with them
Then there have been large sums
spent by the allied nations maintain
ing forces here.

siveness which makes them accept
things,, hut I can assure you that
they arc1 sick to death of it, and that
nine-tenths of the people who keep
in with the Bolsheviki and have1 to
pretend to like1 them would do any
thing to get rid of them if they knew
how.’

MAJ. GEN. GOETHALS
BACK TO CIVIL LIFE

Maj. Gen. George. W. Goethals, has
returned to civil life as a rotired off;cor of tho army, having relinquished
his dutios as assistant to the e liiof of
the1 general staff and director of pur
chase, storage and t rathe to Brig.
In the matter of shops, as in all
Gea. G'-orge W. Burr, who has been
else, Vladivostok, by the way,
is
his chief aid in the department.
nothing if not cosmopolitan.
There
BOLSHEVIK CHIEFS
Gem. Goethals will leave for France
is one large department store owned
by Germans and all manner of Orien
KNOW GAME IS UP next month in connection with recon
tal bazaars, chiefly Chinese and Jap
"Premier Lenine and War Minister struction worl< in K u r o p e for an en
anese. With the price in his pocket Trotzky and the higher officials of the gineering linn.
one may buy almost anything in the soviet government know
that
the
The war department recalled him to
town.
game is up, hut do not know how to active duty more than a year ago and
There Is no fixed price for anything; get out of it or what to do,” says II. assigned him as acting quartermas
the vendor sizes up the purchaser and V. Keeling, an English trade union ter-general to reorganize that depart
sets his figure, always too high. One ' ist, in an interview in the Westmin ment of the1 army, when failure to
with patience and plenty of time on Ister Gazette. He recently arrived in provide1 sufficient clothing for soldiers
his hands can often secure a reduc-! England from Russia, where he spent wtis being criticised. Subsequently, in
thc> reorganization of the general staff
tion of 100 per cent. For instance,; five years.
several officers, who were on the j He admits that at first he was at he; was given supervision of all war
committee of a new Canadian mess, |tracted by Bolshevik ideas, but says department purchases and all mat
went into a bazaar and priced inter- j that bolsh evism in its prosent phns<-> t<*rs pertaining to transporfation and
estlng Mongolian
pheasants.
TheI is nothing less than a "starvation storage1.
Chinese dealer quoted 10 roubles each conspiracy.” He believes that when
bird.
Another dealer offered
his j Lenine and Trotzky show the slight
pheasants at 15 roubles a brace. Fin-j est sign of weakening they will he
ally the officers went back to quarters done for. As a result, he; says, they
and sent a Russian Interpreter to simply go ahead “ working their ma
make the
purchase.
He
secured chines round and round and grinding
birds at 8 roubles per brace.
j out anybody they think is dangerous.”

this kind.
N O T IC E

satam >■. "

An opinion by Atty-Gem.
I ’almnr
in;i:;ane-o might bt1 paid to the
e s t a t e s of deceased persons today re
n i e v e d tin1 last obstacle to issuance •>(
the new policies.
t hat

N O T IC E

OF

FORECLOSURE

Whereas A givs Bran and Georg**
Ordinary life*, 2h-payinen( life1, .’in
Brann of Eagle Lake in the county o f
payment life, 20-year endowment, 20- Aroostook and State of Maine, by
dated
March
year endowment and endowment pay- ; their mortgage deed
a bleat t he1 age1 of 02.
; 6th. 1916 and recorded in tin1 North
ern l)ist:-iet of Aroostook county R e g 
P re m iu m Ra tes L o w
istry of Deeds Vol. So Page 412 con
"Tin1 premium rate's for those con voyed to me the undersigned, all their
verted policies are lower than those1 right title and interest in and to theediargeel hv private insurance com following described real estate and
premises, situate in the town of Eagle.
panies.” said the announcement.
In
Lake, Aroostook county. Maine, t®
previous announcement it was said wit:-Beginning at the northeast cor
the1 raters would lx* 2,0 per cent, low ner of the west half of said lot deed
ed to Anastasie Fisher, as record#
er.
‘‘The polieie's contain exceedingly thereof will show, thence easterly
along the south side of St. Deni#
libe'ral privileges,” said the announce Street, 51 feet to the north-west cor
ment. "providing for cash and loan ner of Denis Chasse
Lot,
thenea
values, paiel-up and extended insur southerly in the west line of the Den
ance. anel further providing that the1 is Ghasse lot. 81 feet to the north
east corner of the Honore Pinette lot,
insured will he paiel for life a monthly thence westerly in the north line of
inceime1 in the1 event that he becomes the said Pinette lot 52 feet to the
totally and permanently elisableel. All south-east comer of the Anastasie
of those pedieios are incontestable Fisher lot, thence northerly 81 feet
to the place of beginning.
frenn the; elate1 e>f issue anel are free
Being the same premises as com
fremi restrict ions
as to
residence, veyed to the said Agnes Bran by deed
travel or occupation. The holelers of of Joseph Fisher dated June 16th.
the; pedieie's will he1 eligible; to share 1913 and recorded in Vol. 71 Page 4M
of the Northern District of Aroostook
in and receive dividends from gains county Registry of deeds.
and savings and the proceeds of the
And whereas the condition of said
polieie's are1 exenupt from all taxatiem. mortgage is broken, now therefore,
"Premiums on the new forms of by reason of the breach of the condi
tion thereof, I claim a foreclosure « f
ge)ve'rnment life insurance are pay said Mortgage, and give this notice
able monthly, but may he; paid an for the purpose of foredosing same
Dated at Eagle Lake, Maine, thin
nually, semi-annually or quarterly.
Tin1 monthly premiums, due the first 17th day of March 1919.
SAUL MICHAUD.
of each month, may be paid at any Witness: J. M. Brown.
time during the month.”
313
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are;

Secretary Glass expressed the opiaion that the “ unusual values and lib
eral provisions,” of tin* new form.*
■‘should encourage all holders of war
time1 term insurane-e to e-onvert aa
rapielly as thedr financial e ire umstan
1e*s will permit, and in any event to
c o n t i n u e without fail til*1 largest pen
si hie preprortion of their present ia

OF

FORECLOSURE

S T A T E OF MAINE
Aroostook, ss:Whereas,
Melissa Pomphrey. of
Blaine1, in the County of Aroostook
anel State of Maine1, by her mortgage
deeel elated the sixteenth day of N o
vember, 1916, and reworded in tin*
Aroostook Registry of Deeds at IIoulton, in Veil. 2S0. Page lu5, conveyed
to the1 undersigned, of Houlton, in
said County, a rertain pieee or parcel
of land, with the buildings thereon,
situated in said town of Blaine, and
described as follows,
to
wit:-the
north half of lot numbered seventy
(70) containing edghty
(SO)
acre-,
more1 or less; excepting and reserv
ing, however, on-- half ( U * Acre1 of
land lying in the north-east cornel-,
formerly owned and oeeupie'd by Jer
emiah Caldwell. The premises here
by conveyed being known as the
Thomas Pomphrey farm, and whereas
the* condition of said
mortgage1 is
broken.
Now, therefore. by reason of the
breach of tin* condition thereof til*1
undt'rsigiu'el hereby claims a fore
closure1 of said mortgage' and give
this notice1 for that purpose.
.March 21. 1919.
HOCl/rON SAVINGS BANK.
By its Attorneys.
3! 2
Doherty & Tompkins.

IT’S NOT YOUR HEART
IT’S YOUR KIDNEYS
K id ney disease i« no respecter of per
sons. A majority of the ills afflicting
people today can be traced back to
kidney trouble.
Tli© kidn ey s ar e the most important
o rga ns of th© body.
They are the
filterers, the purifiers, of your blood.
Kid ney disease is usually indicated by
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness,
despondency, backache, stomach trou
ble, pain in loins and l o w e r abdomen,
gall stones, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica
and lumbago.
Ail these derangements are nat ur e's
signals to w a r n you that the kidneys
need help.
You should
use G O L D
M E D A L H aarle m Oil Capsules imme

diately. The soothing, h ea lin g oil stim 
ulates the kidneys, relieves inflam m a
tions and destroys the germ s w h ich
have caused it. Do not w a it until to
m orrow. Go to your d ru g g is t today and
insist on G O L D M E D A L H a a rle m O B
Capsules.
In tw e n ty -fo u r hours you
should feel health and v ig o r re tu rn in g
and w ill bless the day you first heard
o f G O L D M E D A L H aarlem Oil.
A fte r you feel that you have cured
y o urself, continue to take one or t w o
capsules each day, so as to keep l a
first-class condition and w a r d off tho
d a n g e r o f other attacks.
A sk fo r the o rig in a l Im ported GOLD
M E D A L brand. T hree sizes. M oney r e 
funded if they do not help you.

\
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YOU CAN G RO W
MORE PO TA TO ES
Do a real service for y o u r country. Raise
a banner potato crop n ex t season w ith New
England Potash Fertilizers. It can be done w ith
good Potash Fertilizers.
New England Animal Fertilizers are made especially fo r
Aroostook Farmers. They are made from raw materials
that put life and fertility in your soil—MEAT, BLOOD, BONE,
Chemicals and 4v POTASH which we guarantee to be soluble
in water. O ur fertilizers are the Ideal plant foods for potato
crops. They save labor by growing greater crops.
Fertilize freely this year and it will be your best potato
profit year. A barrel of potatoes will now buy twice as much
fertilizer as it would before the war. Commended by all New
England Experiment Stations. Order N ow while we can
supply you. Write
T. L. Marshall, Fort Fairfield, Gen’l Salesman.

NEW E N G L A N D F E R T I L I Z E R C O .
Consolidated Rendering Co.

Boston, Mass.

N E W ENGLAND
A n im a l F e x tiliz e irs

Do Not Forget
to P a y y o u r

“ On one side,” Mr. Keeling contin
ues, “ are millions of people too ab
|sorbed with the thought of how to get
j food for themselves, their wives and
Russian bath in Vladivostok; that one ! children to think of anything beyond
may pay as much as he pleases, de-1 the moment and are too exhausted to
pending on the services
secured. Iresist, and on the other a favored few
Some of these services run as high as Irelatively well fed, and prepared for
40 rouble and would not be obtainable j any ■violence and cruelty to save them
in a Canadian institution of the sort. , selves from losing their privileges and
famine.
Many members of the Canadian |slipping into the vortex of
For
whatever
may
have
been
the or
forces before coming here
brought
Japanese money, believing that it |iginal idea of bolshevism, its secret
would be the Vladivostok standard of j now is simply that it confers upon
currency. Others invested in Rus some and denies to others the priv
sian roubles before leaving Canada, ilege of eating, and that all its other
paying high prices. Their better plan deeds of violence and cruelty are as
nothing to the supreme cruelty of
would have been to keep their Cana
withholding food.”
dian money and have it exchanged j
Baths are the most expensive luxury in the place. Officers are paying
the equivalent of $1.50 for a shower
bath.
There is this point about a

here for roubles, either at the Bank of
Shanghai and Hong Kong or through
the army paymaster. The yen is not
in circulation here, and it must also
be exchanged for roubles. The yen,

UStKeSf*;.

-

Asked why the Russians did not re
volt
and smash the whole thing, Mr.
;
Keeling said;
j

“ The Russians have boon used to
tyranny and have a sort of submis

ELECTRIC LIGHT P
BILL

Before Thursday
Apr. 10
Milled according to
U. S. Food Regulations

a n d s a v e 12 1-2 p e r c t.
H o u lto n W a t e r Co.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS
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pao*

savm

that it can be done conveniently,
UVE IN FREER
* j It is willing service in exchange forjBritisn officers, as I tad many oppor-, ra" or cooked, is about 3 per cent; 'cooked. After, however, swine have —
en/'H C U !the market P ^ ce °* labor, and don’t j tunities of seeing. But if that feeling i nitrogen free extract about 19 per been fed the cooked potatoes it is rath- cooked
^ which
nUicu ground
grumiu feed
ieeu
potatoes to
RE THAN ENGLISH! you forget that you may be giving a of resentment does exist in troops re-:cent- The small amounts of fiber, fa t je r difficult to teach them to eat raw I of a nitrogenous nature is added, the
By PH ILIP GIBBS
|"quarter” to a man who, in a few years turning to this country, it is no use and a-s'h make up the other one per potatoes freely. There is no question ration is far better balanced than in
cent.
but that they prefer the cooked to the the case of potatoes alone.
An Englishman on his first visit to may be rolling down Fifth avenue in blinking the fact, which is tragic.

U. S. A.

a Cadillac car, or maybe not.

I find

My own experience is contrary to

During this short visit of mine in them keener than English people, that and leads me to the profound hope
th® United States crowed every day more vital and intense, less reserved and the honest belief, that America
with the thrilling experience of meet- and bolder in the way they think, and England will sink all petty difing largo numbers of interesting men in the expression of thought, straighter ferences and bind themselves togethand women who count for a good deal though less subtle and sensitive to or in a brotherhood of speech and
in the intellectual and social life of half tones and the scale between ideals.
the American people, I have been able light and shade. That is to say, they
to study, at least a little, the difference are uncompromising and see things
in psychology and temperament be- black or see things white. They have
tweem-their race and mine.
no use for the gray twilight of thought.
At the present low price and slight
There are differences, of course, as far as I have observed.
This
They live in a more vital atmosphere makes them good friends and bad demand for potatoes and the critical
or they hate, market whereby potatoes have to he
of mentality. In spite if the central enemies. They likt
heating system which in hotels, res strongly. I see this in their attitude graded much more carefully than they
would in a firm market with a high
taurants and railway trains, makes the to Germany at the present time.
Their hatred for the German race is demand, then* will he quite a lot of
veins swell in my forehead until 1
gasp like a stickleback perked out of uncompromising, unless they are of cull potatoes left in the hands of the
grower. While in the potato growing
water, they dwell, mentally, in a freer close German origin.
Am erican A ttitu de to England
sections of the State the starch facair than that of England.
And what interests me most is not toies may start up later in the* sea
It Is Impossible for an Englishman
coming to this country for the first the American attitude of mind toward son. in many cases these potatoes can
time not to realize that after a very Germany but toward the English peo- be advantageously used for food for
stock. Horses, cows, and sheep eat
short visit. They are not so fettered pie.
lt is idle to pretend that the entire raw potatoes readily and if swine have
by old traditions of thought, not by
old supersltions of class and caste. American people have a newborn love not had cooked potatoe's they will eat
Every man has, unconsciously or con of England. They have not, as far a$,s raw potatoes freely, particularly in
sciously a sense of opportunity, which I can make out, not by direct contact connection with some grain.
The Maine Agricultural Experiment
does not belong to our people; and with great bodies of people (which is
Impossible for me), but by conversa Station has compared the composition
that opportunity is there.
One can do big things in America, tions with intellectual men and wo- of cooked and uncooked potatoes, rel
in a big way, given a little luck and a ! men who are in touch with those ative to their growth production in
little talent. If a literary man gains , masses. Americans will have to make the case of swine. The results show

FEEDING POTATOES
TO LIVESTOCK

In feeding trials with sheep the uncooked. And if one is so situated
CHAS. D. WOODS,
Maine Station found that cooked po
tatoes have a slightly higher diges
tibility than raw potatoes.
Eightv■ ■ i n ra ■ ■ n i ■ ■ ■ M i n ■ in n ■ ■ m
m
y a n ww i
one per cent of the organic matter of
cooked potatoes and 77 per cent of
the organic matter of raw potatoes art*
digestible. The protein of raw pota
L IQ U ID S one/ PASTES: For Black.White Jan
toes in those trials was found to be
and Ox-Blood (dark brown) Shoes*
as digestible- as that of the cooked
but the carbohydrates were slightly
better digested when cooked than un
cooked.

P R E S E R V E /^ LEATHER i
KEEP YO U R SHOES N E A T

Tin* only feeding trials made at the
Maine Station wen* with swim* a num
ber of years ago. In this experiment
potatoes were the only feed used.
The pigs having cooked potatoes
gained in the samt* period of time a
tenth more in weight than those hav
ing the uncooked. It is doubtful, how
ever, if tin* labor and expense of cook
ing wort* warranted by tin* increased
growth. Where they art* not the ex
clusive diet, raw potatoes can be fed
quite liberally to swine with small

SHOE POLISHES

amounts of grain, with practically as
good results as can be obtained with I

1

success over here it is a big success, a break with many old memories and ed their chemical composition after
worth having, not only financially, !traditions before there is a closer cooking and before cooking to be :
(which helps) but in generous recog- comradeship between our two peoples, practically the same as far as total j
nition, far beyond anything of which
Yesterday I was in Philadelphia and nutrients are concerned.
In the !
he may dream in England; and, so It w'ent to see Independence Hall, where swelling of the starch grains due to
is in every branch of life.
the Declaration of Independence was steaming or boiling, there is no ah- j
The American people like success signed, as the most glorious memory sorption of water. Both the cooked j
and there is no envy or jealousy in of a free people. On the wall were ; an(j uncooked potatoes carry about 77j
their hearts for a man who succeeds.! tablets commemorating the expultion ^per cent 0f water and 23 per cent of j
They acclaim him almost too noisily, |of an English army; and in American ^ry matter. The protein of potatoes!
make a fuss over him, and desire his Jhistory books are chapters devoted to j =
............................................... j
Opinion on things of which, like myself, j that army, which was largely made up
he knows nothing; all of which is very jof German mercenaries. So that in
y oke advantage o f [he chemical irpde
delightful and encouraging to his soul ichildhood the American people do not
____ giving up their
had stokes up his inner fire, so that j start with a sympathetic disposition
he strives toward new goals.
j toward our own. Later history which
In England it is different. Success !passes our differences and modem
Is of smaller account and has more history made in the last few years
critics. Opportunity for success is j does not wipe out all that so cleanly
»o t so spacious. The inner fire is j as we might hope or believe after
^
your order itnmedinielytk
damped down by wet blankets of pes; . American soldiers have fought in
for any quantity you need to nuke up
aimism, and the philosophy of "after comradeship with ours.
the potAsh. shortage in. fertilizer* now

'The -F.F.DALLEY CORPORATIONS U MIT EC- BUFFALO. NEW \OPK.

Take a look at our

SPECIAL BARGAINS
o f Suits before you b u y-it will pay you to look
KIRSCHBAUM’S SUITS with the A L L
WOOL POLICY are GUARANTEED

Treasured

ROTASH

•II whit does It matter”.
Tommy Atkin>. Humor
in America it does matter, or seems
0n the contrary , am toW that Ara.
tt^ and every man goes about with a erjcan s k ie rs returning from France
Cm m c of adventure in his heart, and
t t a tpUaf that around the comer he
may come face to face with luck. It
to this which gives the average Anv
Cfiean citizen a wonderfully free
spirit of Independence, in speech and
in thought.
Cheerful Service; No Servility
There Is no servility, no moral dof
fing of caps, except as a salute to suc
cess. The hall porter, or head waiter,
the elevator girl, the city clerk, has a
cheerful courtesy, if not crossed in
temper, as may happen to the best of
ua, which is devoid of all subservience,

are not extravagant in their affection
for our fighting men. Tommy Atkins
seems to have put no restraint upon
j his sense of humor and to have told
! the Yankees very plainly that they are
mistaken if they believe that they
have won the war, because there had
been soldiers in France before they.
came. Personally, I saw nothing of that behind the lines and on the
battlefields where there seemd to be
a fine comradeship between the Amer
ican troops and ours, and where certainly young American officers were |
on the warmest terms of friends with

available. ~ W « car. skip you promptly^
' I L a R e h c f - pOMiWe term, or

JTa T *

potash

And ell otker Truck.
1 U l d l v C i j Tobacco 1 Fruit Crops

See the New
Spring Hats—
Get your new
Hat early. Be
sure and see
ours

We will furrvi»k you.complete

goods with. ten. percent KxO at
prices equal to scale, or wilt
furnish, reel Carbonate mlooolb.
barrels at $ 5.fO per unit of—
potash., freight Allowed your
station^ with, new direction*
lor convenient, labor-savinsT
mixing with, other ingredient
or with, your regular fertilizer;
i f already

Remember! Z%.e ejeta, crops you

S p e c ia l
L in e
of
N e w S p r in g N e c k 

lose by fa ilin g to use sufficient
potash this season are lostforever!

re ce iv e d

Elegant N ew Beys’
Soils superbly made
by W ID O W JONES
from sm art n e w fab
rics o 1 handsome
patterns. Styles are
very neat.
Prices Reasonable

ERVIN & ERVIN

w ear h as ju st been

~Accomp*ny your order withcredit reference
or c*skto secure immediate shipment of &nv_j
quantity from, single barrels to carloads.

The Home of Good Merchandise

M ARDEN.ORTH l HASTINGS CORP’N
F ertilizer Dept.

E sta b lish ed 183?

136 Liberty Street •

N e w York

IK

ARE YOU PAR TICIPATING IN THE GREAT SALE
at

GREEN’S
M

MV

A Hart Schaffner and Marx Suit at

$22.50

Or a good worsted Suit in assorted patterns at

2 2

7 5

Or a good hand made Blue Serge

18.50
16.95
2.95
2.45
1.35

CLOTHIER

Or a young men’s long pant Suit, 34 to 36 at
Or a good double texture Rain Coat at
Or a good heavy Union Yale brand Pant at
Or a good Flannel Shirt with 2 pockets at
Or a good Men’s Dress Shirt at
Or a good Miller Stocking at
Or a good Durham Boys’ Hose at
Or a good pair of G. J. Shoes in Oxford or
high cut at
Or a good pair of Army Shoes at

continue 15 days more, so you
better delay no longer, come now,

Or a good pair of U. S. Rubber Co., Leather
Top Rubbers at
Or a Bell Blouse for boys’ at

buy*what you will need a little later.
W e want you to have some of
these plums

Or a good Flannel Shirt for boys’ at
Or a good medium weight Union Suit at

in
cn
■

If you are not, you ate certainly
missing it. Since Thursday morn
ing we have made hundreds of peo
ple happy with great bargains we
are giving them. Do you realize
what it means under the present
conditions.
W e absolutely guarantee t h e
quality of this merchandise to be A1, of our usual standard. Just by a
lucky purchase, we are able to offer
you such values and these will only

.21
.35
3.95
5.95
2.95
.65
.65
1.35

EXTRA S P E C IA L
A A A pairs of Men’s Pants, size 40, 42, 44, good wool
■
pant, medium weight, just right for this time of
the year, regular value $4.00, while
45 and
95
they last
™

«fl A f j M en’s all wool Blue Serge Suits in a good weight,
■
lined with Italian serge lining, made in $
A 00
latest models, regular $28.00 value
tm \ m

Copyright 1919 Hart Schaffner 8c Mine
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Representative Frederic C. Nichols ments there, however, make this im-jity, some experience, should be gen- loved much; who has gained the re W e should have a variety for pro
committee,
The |possible, hense the parade will be held ial, a good judge of human nature, a spect of intelligent men and the love grams, for all ages, something worth
in May, probably the fifth of the month, j good mixer and must take time to of little children; who has filled his while. Those who put the most into
"The tickets for seats in the grand- j Plans for the distribution of tickets gather good material for programs, niche, and accomplished his task; the work of the Grange get the most
State W ill Bear Whole Expense and
who
stands built by the state, other
han , to the
grandstandswill beannounced
havereserve ofmaterial on hand
in has left the world better than he out of it. We are creatures of habit.
T ic ke t* W ill Go to Soldiers for
found
it, whether by an improved Get
into the habit of attending
the stand to be built on he John Han-; later. There willbe at least <5,000
case
of need.
Relative* W ithout Co*t
poppy,
a rescued soul or a perfect Grange.”
cock
lo,
will
be
distributed,
exclusivetickets
and
practically
all
of
them
will
Rev.
H.
L.
Dunnack
gave
an
imMay 6 Probable Date
The Lecturer’s Conference was to
The
parade of the Yanly, to the families and nearest rela- be given by the committee to the re- piessive address on Books and harm- poem; who has never lacked apprecia
wasdetennined upon at or those who have served in the 26th latives of soldiers.
None will go to ing
He drew a beautiful picture of tion of earth’s beauty or failed to ex me an inspiration and help and made
the strong man helping his weaker press it, who has always looked for me realize the importance of Grange
a meeting of
executive and parade ; tives of the boys in the 26th division, politicians or ticket speculators,
brother, and told us in the year to the best in others and given the best work as I never did before.
of
Massachussets division and due provision will be
■
committees
come,
to go forth to see who could he had; whose life was an inspiration,
The Grange stands on a broad plat
Welcome Returning j made for the families of the boys who
Committee
love the most and serve the best. whose memory a benediction.” Miss form. It appeals to the best that is
Soldiers, Sailors and Marines.
Re- j may have died in the service, for
Also to use our eyes better, to look, Hale especially asked each lecturer in us: "To improve the moral, mental
pre8entaives of the mayor’s commit- , wounded men of other divisions and
to take home a message of good cheer and social conditions of it’s members,
grip and lift.”
tee were present. Col. A. S. Williams j for Grand Army veterans,
Mrs. Mary Robinson gav* a good so I will give this message;
to educate them on intregity, sobriety
represented the Northeastern depart- j “The committee has never had any
H eld in Auburn, March 5th and 6th.
“You can’t be always sunny
paper on "Facts and Fancy.”
»nd frugality.”
ment, and the members of the com- j thought that the families of MassehuIf there isn’t any sun;
Miss Florence Halt* gave an inpirThe Grange has solved some prob
The
7th
annual
Conference
of
mittee motored over the route.
|setts soldiers should be asked to pay
ing address on "Rural Education.’’ It You can’t be always funny.
lems, it has still greater ones to
Following is the route of the parade, for the seats provided on the grand- Maine State lecturers was held in AuIf there isn’t any fun;
"America” was sung was
beautiful thoughts, full of
solve. It will take courage and grit
agreed upon by the State committees |stands. The question arose
as to burn recently,
But you can be always happy
I'ho
address
of
hope,
courage
and
good
cheer.
She
to do it. With this thought in mind,
after conference with the represen- j whether the whole expense for these for the opening song,
If you let the clouds go by,
mavor
of
Savfi
a
definition
of
success,
which
I
let
us go forward to make the Grange
tattrea of Gen. Edwards* headquarters, j stands should be borne solely by the welcome was given by the
In the faith there’s always some not only the Biggest, but the Best of
bv
('.
O.
Purinton
failed
to
remember,
but
I
will
give
Start at Beacon and Charles streets,! state, or be reimbursed in part by the Auburn, response
where
one that won a $250 prize, written by
the Fraternal Orders.
down Beacon to Park street; Park t o ! different cities and towns which fur- lecturer of the Maine StateGrange.
Little
patches
of
blue
sky.”
Maude A. Jenkins, lecturer of
Twmont to Boylston; Boylston to Arl- nished units of the 26th division. This ,
Dr. A. O. Thomas, State Supt. of Ml’s
A‘
Stanley, ol Lincoln, NeStimulating
Grange
attendance,
by
Aroostook
& Penobscot Union Po
inaton* Arlington to Commonwealth i suggestion came from some of the
Schools, gave a grand address on braska.
I (ias achievessucce ss,
E. H. Libby, was full of good advice. mona Grange, Littleton. March 20,
avenue (north side); Commonwealth i cities and towns interested, and has j
“ Rural Schools,” emphasizing the who has llved wel1’ laugh<‘d often’ and
avenue to Charlesgate West; then'been considered only as a voluntary fact that we should have the very
counter-march down south side of'act on their part.
! best teachers for our Rural Schools.
Commonwealth avenue to Berkeley j "The tickets will be distributed
Dr. G. M. Twichell, of Auburn,
street; then over to Boylston to j through the soldiers themselves to the spoke ably on ’The Impending Crisis
^
m
Mnaeachusets avenue; Massachusetts'members of their families..”
as related to Rural Life.” One of the
avenue to Columbus avenue; ColumWounded in Parade
many good things he said was "the
bus avenue to Park Square.
There will be a meeting at the State farm faces today, first of all a trem- i
Route 5J/2 Mile* Long
! House of representatives of all the : endous lack of man power, and wage j
Under this plan the26thwill march |welfare organizations for the purpose ! conditions prohibitive to the man of j ^
along both sides of Commonwealth of meeting officials from the North-! small acres. Restrictions in man- i ®
avenue, very nearly its entire length, eastern department and discussing' power must be counter balanced, so j 1H
and the grandstands will be erected plans to take care of the wounded men j far as possible, by increased effi- j
The laws that govern in j ^
on that thoroughfare, the Fenway, of the 26th division who have been j ciency.
Beacon street, Tremont street and discharged and who want to parade.! trade and industry must, so far as ' '
such other streets as may be decided There have been many automobiles possible, be grafted on the farm. The
upon by the committees. Col. W ill offered for the use of these soldiers by J problem can never be solved in Wash( ington. Upon the individual rest the
iams is desirous of having the route patriotic citizens.
Gen. Edwards wants joy as the key- j responsibility. If we want success
roped off as a safeguard against ac
cidents. This, it is estimated, w ill re note of the parade. He has suggested j let us go to it like men. In the require more that 15 miles of rope. The that the Washington statue in the Pub- construction of business the farmer
new route of the parade is about 5% lie Garden be designated as the place should take his place, organized for
where wreaths for the fallen heroes of self-protection, unless we are ready
m iles in length.
T he state committee contemplates the 26th may be sent by relatives. for some service, putting the welfare
having reviewing stands with capacity Pylons will be errected here, the of the whole world before our own,
to seat approximately 75,000 persons. wreaths piled up, and when the var we have not learned the great lesson
Certain cities and towns have asked ious elements of the division pass this of the war. Revolution, Anarchy, bol
that they be allowed to help defray place the soldiers will march at at shevism, must be driven out or we
perish. The wars is done, our duty is
the expense of constructing the stands tention.
not done.”
Memorial Sunday
fo r the relatives of the boys from
ALSO
OTHER
ATTRACTIONS
Gen. Edwards announced that he j Theodore Roosevelt said, “The law
those cities and towns and the state
was inclined to favor this had communicated with the clergy of of a worthy life is fundamentally the
The limited amount of New England asking them to set aside law of strife. It is only through labor
energy
space, however, that is available in Sunday, May 4th for special memorial and painful effort, by grim
Boston for the construction of stands services for the men killed in the j and resolute courage that w^e move
j^
o f such large size caused the commit 26th division. He said “We must first on to better things.”
tee to vote yesterday that all the of all apply due honor to those who j A Toast to the Flag was given by j ^
sacrifice.” j Mrs. S. S. Mansur and as she closed
•tends for the relatives o f he soldiers have made the supreme
•hoeld be eirected at the expense of He has requested churches of all a flag was effectively raised by Sec.
h
the state, and that the tickets of ad denominations to join in the memorial Libby.
Hi
A
Gardner W. Cole, lecturer of An'cfm ission to the stands should be distri services.
Col.
Orem
B.
Meyer
arrived
in
Bosroscoggin
Pomona,
spoke
on
“Ptebuted through the men themselves,
st«‘ps for a
successful
so that they may act as hosts to their ton, from Camp Dix, N. J., and report- j paratory
own families by invitation of the ed to Gen. Edwards. Col. Meyer will Grange year." He wisely saw it starbe embarkation officer here, and w ill; ted w ith the election of officers, a
Governor and the Legislature.
Assignment of 8eat*
j have charge of the debarkation of the master who is a recognized leader, an !
The plan for the assignment of seats 26th division in Boston.
j overseer w ho is even better and a j
In the stands, as determined by the j But for the fact that the disinfecting lecturer who beats them all. These (
state executive committee, is set forth plants at Camp Devens can accommo-J with the lady officers make a good
In a statement signed by Louis A. ’ date but 2500 men a day the parade o f ! combination to start on the road to
Coolldge for the Governor’s committee the division would be held some time ; success. The subordinate Grange lecmm I Senator James F. Cavanagh and the latter part of April. The arrange- ! turer should have some natural abil-
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BIG MONEY SAVING SALE
NOW GOING ON

m

You Profit
O ur Bigness

Our size enables us to:—
Furnish cash markets for all live-stock offered;
Operate at minimum costs;
Stay in business on a profit of only 2 cents on
the dollar of sales;
Eliminate waste;

Never before in Houlton have New, Stylish,
Dependable, COATS, SUITS and LADIES’
WEARING APPAREL been sold at such
Low Prices.
Lots of goods sold for less than cost.
Eight to ten hundred dollars worth of Dry
Goods, Small wares, Notions to be closed out.
Doors closed three days to mark downj the
entire stock.
See the Big Sign—Up Stairs—RIGHT ON
THE CORNER-Over Hallett-McKeen Co.

Get the surplus live-stock products from the
W e s t to the millions of consumers in the East.

There is No Menace in Size:—
A s long as w e are in keen competition with the
other packers;
A s long as there are hundreds
the business;

of firms in

A s long as w e handle only about 12 per cent of
the meat supply of the country and only about
22 per cent of the meat that is inspected by
the United States Government;
A s long as our bigness is used to your advantage
— as it is n ow — and as it must be in the future
if w e are to do a profitable business. The per
manence o f a business depends on the good
w ill of those it serves. N o large business can
prosper that is not recognized as giving in
exchange for its earnings an equivalent meas
ure of helpful service.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
H oulton Local Branch, 74 Bangor S treet
H. E. Mishou, M anager

Headquarters for Ladies’ Wearing Apparel

L. L. M cLEOD
/
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that all through the early stages of
the war, the President was totally out
of accord with their sympathy with
the allied cause; they believe, not too
unreasonably, that he cares little now
about anything but abstract academic
phrases.

PAGE NINE

When the 42*1 and the 32d have
Unfortunately, as it now seems,
gone
and some sort of definite an
wide circulation was given to a re
port from Washington that the men nouncement is made about how long
composing the regular divisions which tin1 divisions will stay in Germany,
would he kept on the Rhine would be perhaps the soldiers who were draft
A correspondent In Paris writes
volunteers. Now the men see other ed will resign themselves and stop
ihat reports from America are of such
units
going home and nothing more is complaining. Perhaps they will stop,
_
P4
fragmentary
and. conflicting character
tnaiatier
A m a z e m e n t and D isa p p o .n tm e n t
said
here
about volunteers. This has but so far as the present situation
™
« is hardly possible to form the as a legal document.
But, on ihe other hand, if they do added fuel to their discontent.
goes, little resignation is apparent as
11
* accurate
* nn(inn
Rut in the course oi the Paris consm allest
notion nf
ot what
wnai is
is
not
sympathize
with
Mr.
Wilson's
one
visits the various regiments.
; re_ ference, the league ot nations has
Among a few old regulars, soldiers
Bannening at home. Yet ail these recourse,
they
emphatically
do
not
with
There
is a lot of “ kicking" and a lot
K
- • ^0- come to be the concrete demonstraiu the third army, there is willing
jsorts indicate clearly enough the
the American opposition to it: they
of "soreness." John Doughboy wants
ness to stay in Germany as long as
u l misapprehension of conditions as
ot the Intention of America to
to go home.
regard with equal amazement
and
need lie. Of course, the marines arcthey exist in Paris and the adoption complete Its task of winning the war
disappointment the course of the op
. y.
____ _
^nAcitinn
The majority
l y the Republican
opposition in
in tho
the by giving the necessary continuing in position in deliberately adopting now ready to stay tilt' limit
fluence to removing the ruin, bv lend
of
regular
army
officers
are also sat
United States of precisely the tactics
ing moral as well as material aid, by tin' policy that Mr. Wilson followed isfied to stay. But among the drafted
which have already enabled Mr. Wilcontinuing to be associated with the for three years of war, namely, the men there seems a lack of considera
tion to resume complete mastery of
nations which fought Germany, Eu policy of isolation, separation from tion of the fact that the United Sta
the progress of events in France.
A R eid Iron Tonic
rope, allied Europe, has understood, Europe, its sufferings, its strivings, tes must keep soldiers on tin1 Rhine
When the President set sail for
Gives vigor and nerve tone to aged
now understands, that American as its battle, which remains our battle. for the present. Tin's*1 civilian sol
America little more than a month
ami infirm, and those worn-out from
sociation can only he had if Mr. W il They look with something approach diers, now that the fighting is don*1,
overwork, worry, excitement or close
ago, he had on the whole suffered a
ing
dismay
at
the
opposition
to
the
confinement in homes or shops.
son’s league of nations is created; it
want
to
go
home.
They
make
no
■lateral diminution in prestige and
also understands that if the league is President, the opposition to which hum's about it. They have no enthus
popularity in France and England.
belong, attacking
created, America’s support is assur these Americans
iasm for hours and hours of daily
This was due to the fact that it was
that association with Europe which
ed.
drilling;
they take but a passing in
universal recognized that in pursuit of
"My son had inflammation of bowels
is for them the most vital of all ques
Therefore,
when
the
Republicans
terest
in
the military schools: they and was greatly bloated (with gas.)
his own objective, the league of nations.
chafe under strict army regulations After giving Aler-i-ka he is completely
tlons. he had aterially postponed a t , adopted or seemed to Europe to adopt
Nor is it different with many Re
now that they do not see these things CURED.
SBMt the preliminary peace arrange- a policy of desertion, a course involDoctors did no good.”
publicans in Europe in the army. They 1
in the light of bein necessary to heat (Signed) M. Gerhard, Ferdinand, Ind.
■ m t with Germany, and a corres- ! ving the abandonment of our Europare no more enthusiastic for the Pre
the boche.
ponding reduction of tension in Eu-, ean allies. Europe naturally concluded
One does Adler-i-ka relieves sour
sident and his late policies than they
that Mr. Wilson was their single hope
stomach, gas and constipation IN 
•ope.
H a v e H o m e Inte res ts
have been for any of his early polic- !
Yet a month later, when Mr. Wilson their one friend in America, the ies.
In other words these men are sim S T A N T L Y . Removes A L L foul mat
I^ut they feel strongly, deeply
veturhed to Europe, he was able i leader whose victory alone could asOften
that our task in Europe is incomplete, ply exhibiting the normal American ter which poisons system.
tornsquely to upset all arrangements sure the greater victory which was that many of their comrades will have spirit of wanting to be finished with CURES constipation. Prevents appen
that had been made in his absence to for them a question of life or death. died in vain if we do not fortify their a thing when it is done. They say dicitis. We have sold Adler-ika many
* M t e n the preliminary settlement; he An attack upon the league of nations
victory with a solid peace which shall they were brought into the army to years. It is a mixture of buckthorn,
W M able to do this without encoun-, leaves Europe cold. Millions of plain
enable western democratic Europe to ; lick Germany, and now that Germany cascara, glycerine and nine other
taring
open opposition from the j people demanded some sort of interescape bolshevism, to return to an , is licked the vast majority of them simple drugs. O. F. French & Son.
mrench or British governments, whose j national understanding which
will
ordered existence.
They
recognize want to get out. of the army. Soldier druggists.
political existence
was placed in Imake future wars impossible, but bebolshevism as a second menace, be- ing just as soldiering does not appeal
yond a vague aspiration there is lit^
.
Jeopardy by postponement.
.
T
come real, now the German peril has to them.
tie
clear
thinking.
In
France,
the
’
W hy? For a simple reason. All al .
.
..
.
.. , , i disappeared. They, too, are dismayed
Many of these soldiers have busi
league of nations idea has enlisted ;
'
lied Europe recognizes the essential Wi.,
.
.
,
, „
__. i by the apparent line of action adopt- ness interests at home. Others want
, .
* .
•fact that the war is not yet over, that Iittle support, only moderate support
to get back to support their families,
in
Britain.
But
the
thing
that
the
lea-.
, ,
. _
ft will not be over until consequen
. . .
. ..
, 1 So, tar, the Republicans seem to be whom they were willing to have
of nations symbolizes—namely,
. A,
. _
ces have been liquilated in a safe gue
.
.
. . . . . .
__,,
, making the same mistake m Europe scrimped while Germany had to be
American
participation
in
world
re;
&
A
Head His L etter
FOR
peace, a well-buttressed European sit-1
of infinite 1wlt^ resPect ot Wilson that they made whipped, but whom they now want to
■ation.
AH allied
Europe equally |organization, is a thing
"
I
have
suffered for the last
EFFECTS
so frequently in America with respect restore to the plenty their efforts
tw o w in ters w ith th at terrible
•dearly recognizes that only with value in all eyes. This is what op : of Roosevelt; they are attacking him alone will give. It is giving away no
OF
disease, LaGrippe. H a v in g often
Am erica’s ‘continuing aid can a safe position in America seemed at this j at the one point where he is in invul- secret to say that the heart isn’t in
heard o f the g r e a t value o f P e
LA
distance to have assailed.
ru na I decided to try it. I b a re
‘ peace be obtained and preserved.
i nerable so far as his public is con- their work here; they want to go
GRIPPE
only used four bottles and I do
No Price Too Groat to Pay
As Europe View s It
i cerned.
home.
not n o w have an y b ad effects
Mr. George E . L a w , 13 % N orth
Accordingly, America’s aid being
from the G rip pe as it h as just
Today, Mr. Wilson’s influence in
F ra n k lin St., B raz il, Indiana, has
This is not intended as a critism of
priceless, no price is too great to pay. Europe, which is irrestible, rests up
a w o rd o f cheer fo r sufferers ab o u t en tirely disappeared, and
the war department, which has taken
m y general health la good. I am
from L a G rip p e and its results.
T h e one essential thing is that Amer- on the general belief that he and his
satisfied that P e ru n a is a won
the only way open. If any army must
' ic a should stay to finish the job. If party in America are fighting to have
derful remedy, and I do m ost
With the spread of the news that be kept on the Rhine it is but natural
Liquid or Tablet Form
doesn’t we may have anarchy and America remain a force for good and
h ea rtily endorse and recom m end
to
keep
regular
army
divisions,
and
Sold
Everywhere
it fo r L aG rip p e."
vbolshevism
from
Kamchatka
to for sanity in the world, while his op another division was going to start
for home and the 32d early in May, to take the drafted men out of those .
la n d 's End.
ponents are seeking to have the Uni
and
the knowledge of the departure divisions would leave only a skeleton
Now, opposition to Mr. Wilson in ted States abandon her incompletely
But drafted men look
from
France of other units of other i organization
America has seized upon precisely the finished task in Europe, flee home and
^ i n g from the individual point
Mae of procedure which drives all erect a barbed-wire fence about states, there is a growing spirit of at
among the regular of view- John D o u g h b o y , who was
European governments into absolute America. If we should do this I be dissatisfaction
third division as a replace•compliance with Mr. W ilson’s demand. lieve the most sober-minded men army divisions which will remain on sent *n
the
Rhine
as
composing
the
American
ment
is
aggrieved
because his cousin,
A s it reaches Europe, the Republican over here are satisfied that all Eu
Tom Doughboy, who went to the 32d
policy Is summed up in the demand rope would go bolshevist; certainly army of occupation.
This dissatisfaction grows through division as a replacement, is soon to
Ufcat America shall retire from Eu that is my own view.
“ kicks” of drafted men in regiments go home and leave him on the Rhine.
rope as promptly as possible to re
Thus, in effect the campaign in
I forming a part of the regular army John Doughboy has heard that our
sume her ancient policy of isolation.
America has taken precisely the one
divisions. Of the 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th troops are to remain on the Rhine
This spells approximate ruin for Eu
course which compelled Europe to ac
i divisions perhaps more than half the four months after the first peace com
rope, exhausted by its terrible years
cept the actual domination of Mr. W il
|present personnel came into the units pact is signed. He was heard that
esf struggle It removes the element
son in the Paris convention, to per! as replacements and were for the this will be June 1, and he counts
o f hope which is enabling millions of
mit him to postpone all peace plans. most
drafted lnen.
This is a question which some people
June, July, August and September—
people to go back to the desert which
to confuse, complicate all proceedings,
ask
when they have lost or mislaid
four
months—and
sees
himself
still
M a j o r i t y W is h to R e turn
mas once home and begin life over
to make everything wait on his own
some important document.
on
the
Rhine
on
Oct.
1,
and
he
gets
Take a regiment like the 18th of the
Ifiln
In contrast to this Republican
league of nations plans, because it at
The place for all such important
1st division, or the 23*1 of the 2d— very blue about it.
policy, Mr. Wilson
announces his
tacked Mr. Wilson at the one precise
papers
and other valuables is in our
more than half, perhaps two-thirds
policy, which is that America through j
point where Europe was hound to
Fire and Burglar Proof Vault.
drafted men. These men do not like
She medium of the league of nations, |
support him.
Safe Depos't Boxes for rent $3.00 and
to see other drafted men, who went '
phall continue its great task of help
$5.00 per year.
One
reads
with
amazement
Ameri
into the national guard divisions as
ing Europe, helping the world, to get
em its feet, to make good peace, to be- j can discussion of the provisions of replacements or were members of the
is a t th e b o tto m of most
gin work with some promise that j the league of nations covenant. No national army divisions, have the
digestive ills.
there will be no new war.
( one in Europe gives them passing no privilege of going home early, while
A s I have said, when Mr. Wilson : tice, save in a few restricted quarters. they are kept on the Rhine. There
lo ft Europe he was weaker than at One similarly reads with amazement are exceptions in the small percent
any moment since he arrived in i the assertion that all Europe is en- age of our soldiers who would like to
France. But no
sooner had the thusiastieally committed to the cov remain on the Rhine if any one does,
for indigestion afford pleas
character of the opposition to his enant of the league of nations. This hut the great majority of the men
ing and prompt r e l i e f from
Europe is inter want to go home, and this feeling is
policies been appreciated here than is mere nonsense.
the distress of acid-dyspepsia.
there
Was a
sudden
tremendous ested in keeping as much fatuity and especially strong among the drafted
f?ade l y co 't n •.
Si<,
change in feeling. Mr. Wilson’s Bos ignorance out of the covenant as pos men. who, of course, form the larger
r . i i ' f i . T - S c . - ' ’ ■ •... • LJiGM
ton speech conquered allied Europe, sible, its interest in the text is pure part of th*1 army today.
because it convinced it that Mr. W il ly negative, it doesn’t believe in the
son and his party were fighting Eu text as such.
Last of all, one comes to the point
rope’s cause in America; that only in
of
view of Americans in Europe out
th e domestic victory of Mr. Wilsor
President’s entourage.
mas the salvation of Europe to he side of the
These
have
no
interest in the league
realized.
of nations covenant. They recognize
Resumed Paramount Influence
Accordingly,
when Mr. Wilson
reached Paris again, his position had
been fortified, not weakened, by do
mestic political dissensions. He was
Sarsaparilla
Begins
Its
welcomed as the great American who Hood’s
Reconstructive W o rk.
mas fighting for Europe in America;
First, it creates an appetite.
he resumed his paramount influence
Second, it aids digestion.
bs the peace conference without a
Third, it perfects assimilation.
Fourth,
it carries 100 per cent, of
•Ingle protest, and promtly employed
Look for
AII In sealed
the nourishment in the food you oat
this Influence to overturn the whole into the blood and the body, thereby
the name:
packages.
enriching and vitalizing your blood,
program of Europe.
Jacksonville, 111.
Narragansett Pier, R.I.
which
in
time
renews
your
strength
If the Republican party had attack
“ I keep house for my little family,
4‘ I was all run-down, back ached,
and builds up again your reserve
and tired all the time. I keep house but got into a weak, nervous, run
e d the league of nations covenant, if strength and vitality.
for my husband and four children and down condition, tired all the time and
This makes Hood’s Sarsaparilla
H had at one time indicated its deter
could hardly keep around. Finally I no ambition. My doctor told me to
one of the great remedies of th*1
mination that
the
United
States world. From the first dose you are
tried Vinol and it has restored my try Vinol, and in a week I felt like a
should finish the great ask in Europe. on a definite road to improvement. It
health and helped me wonderfully, so new person. I am now strong again,
is of inestimable value just now to
I recommend it to others who are in look after my baby, and do all my
Is equal conviction that Mr. Wilson’s ! restore the health and nerve force so
this condition. ’ ’ Mrs.HannahRandall. housework.” — Mrs. G. H. Lamson.
rovenant. based upon mistaken prin greatly exhausted by war excitement,
For all rnn-down, nervons, anaemic conditions, weak women, overworked men,
the
grip
and
influenza
epidemic
and
ciples, must be totally tianaformed, the changing season. It is the right
feeble old people and delieate children, there is no remedy like Vinol.
the situation would have been quite , medicine for you this Spring. Get a
Helps appetite
different. No government in Europe bottle today.
and
diaestion.
And if you need a mild, effective
cares a red cent about the covenant cathartic, get Hood’s Pills.
Three flavors.

J lB B A C rriA lI IN A M F R IfA

iof the leaSue of nations;

t J r l" U M I I U r l In A R U -IU L

RESTORED WILSON S
PRESTIGE IN PARIS

only Mr.
Wilson and a few British statesmen
like Lord Robert Cecil, who mainly
composed it, regard it as of importiance. The people of the various natlonn hare only the vaguest ideas
al)0Ut, it; ,they
, take it as a symbol, not

i

Peptiron

All Wafer Rates
Are Now Due

and must be paid

on or before Apr.

ADLER-I-KA HELPS SON-'

31, at the office of

the

Houlton Water Ce.
Mechanic Street

Opposite the American
Express Company

P E R U N A Ae r

SOLDIERS RESENT DEPART
URE FOR HOME OF COMRADES

f

•

WHERE IS THAT
VALUABLE PAPER?

EXCESSIVE ACIDITY

Km io id S

Houlton Trust Co.
H o u lt o n ,M a in e

Wr1gleysj4

Such Women Just
Have to “Give Up”

FROM the FIRST DOSE

■A •

“Man may work from sun to sun, but woman's
work is never done.” T hat’s why women are
overworked, nervous, all run down, no appetite,
and can “ hardly drag around.” Vinol creates a
hearty appetite, strengthens the digestive organs,
induces sound sleep, invigorates the nerves, and in
this natural manner creates working strength.

WHHKYS

01101 Creates Strength

HATHEW AY

.*J i

RAILROAD OFFICIAL WARNS FARMERS
TO ORDER FERTILIZER EARLY
Th# following statement has been issued to the press by the
United States Regional Director of Railways about fertilizer move
ment:

DRUG

COMPANY

A n im a l

and Druggists E veryw here

WR1GLEYS

t lliz e r s

%

“Ordinarily most of this very large item of traffic is thrown on the
railroads in the months of January, February and March.
Great ac
tivity on their part is necessary to handle the same well.

“By FObuary 10th at least 40 per cent of the whole fertilizer ton
■ace has annually been shipped but this year less than 15 per cent has
moved so far; that is to say, the movement up to date is about 50,000 cars short of what it should have been .
“It is easy for you to see what I fear.
“A flood of business at the last moment cannot be moved to the satis
faction of our patronfe and complaints will surely follow. W e are anxi
ous to avoid compalnts, but it is obvious that we cannot move all of
this tonnage at one time. In order to do the job right it is necessary
that it be well distributed throughout the whole three months.
During the past three or four weeks car conditions and wheather
Immediate activity is now necessary izers have not moved freely and
have been favorable, but the fertil to avoid a condition which will be
serious alike to the farmers and the railroads.
ad

4

good, we

must KEEP it good until
you get it.

“Please let me say a word to our farmr patrons.
“The normal yearly movement of fertilizers in this region runs from
throe million to five million tons. This means, in round figures, 160,OOOcarloads to be handled.

not enough to make

High potato prices make Essex Potash Fertilizers cheaper, relatively,
than four years ago Successful Aroostook farmers will double their
fertilizer orders this season Get your share of the present pros
perity. Grow more potatoes this season on the usual acreage than
ever before. Order Essex Potash Fertilizers. They are made of
BLOOD, BONE, MEAT and chemicals, to which is added A% Potash
which we guarantee to be b)ater*soluble. Here is the plant food
which Aroostook soils need for a bigger potato crop this year, with
less labor,
ORDER EARLY
General Salesman, J. C. Moir, Houlton, Me.

ESSEX FERTILIZER CO., Boston. Mass.
Branch Con«oIIda(«d Rendering1C o.

ANIlitAL
^ni
A.

Hence the sealed package
— impurity-proof -guarding,
preserving the delicious con
tents— the beneficial goody.

The Flavor Lasts
SEALED T IG H T

KEPT RIGHT

25
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been in town the past week, visiting
ler sister, Mrs. Joel Wellington.
Arthur Briggs, Henry Faiflkner, Bur
ton Benentine and Willie Hare return
'd last week from France, being hon
orably discharged from the F. S. ser
vice.
The ladies of the Bed (Toss are
planning a Banquet a ad reception for
the returned soldier boys, to be held in
the Grange Hall on Saturday evening.
April 5th.
,\ very pretty wedding took place in
the Baptist Church. Wednesday evening, when Win. Suiter and Miss Grace
Hanning, were united in marriage by
Rev. A. E. Bradford, pastor of the
Baptist Church. After the ceremony
a reception was held at the home' of
the bride’s parents Mr. and Mrs. Benj.
Hanning.
■■ 1 '■
.— ■— ... ... ,

TOWNS

crops than over before, wages have increased in the city, and unless something is done to place tin1 industry of
farming on a solid profit, basis, the
same as a man could obtain in other
lines of industry, agriculture is hound
to dei line and with it all industries dependent upon agriculture.

son; vice-president, G. B. Smith; Seeretar.v, R. R. Bearce; Treasurer, G. H
Allen.
This Local incorporates foi
$5<i,<*!<•, like the previous one. Ovei
Dio tons ot chemicals were ordered by
this Local tor tin; home mixing of fertilizers.
Westfield Local, No A organized
Friday and incorporso
for x."jC,ihiii,
like the preceeding one11. 1C ( 'am
lodge was elected clerk with the fn)
lowing named Board of D i r e e t o r ': A
( I. Whitcomb, S. B. Nr on, II. II. Bart
ley C. A. Smith.
1 ■Jewell, o. O.
Noble. A. S. Jewell. J. W. Adams.
Cyrus Allen. The following are tile
officers; A. G. Whitcomb, president;
.). W. Adams, vice-president; H. E.
Cambridge, secretary and ( ’has. Smith,
Treasurer. This Local and the Farm
ers I ’ nion of Mars Hill are making up
an order lor chemicals.

present Saturday at Fort Fairfield
when George V. Brown, organizer, e x 
plained the purposes and aims of the
Federation. It was voted to form a
laical, but it was decided to wait a
week and decided upon the standing
of the Farmers Exchange at the Fort,
before forming t ic Local. Saturday.
April
was set as the date for o r 
ganization and .Mr. Brown will be
jiresont at the time, a good attendance
is desired. Mae was subscribed for
stock in the Comity Organization and
paid. This is the largest cash sub
scription taken at any meeting, and
speaks well for the interest in that
town, an order for chemicals will be
made up.

I VI FI I O W
LUULUW
The Rev. Mr. Cosman is now occupyMrs. J. D. Ross is confined to her
ing the Baptist parsonage.
It is to rigid these conditions that
bed by a severe cold.
There will be prayer meeting in the
Miss Ada Brown is the guest of her
the
Federation was formed, and it ap
church Wednesday evennig at 7 : :‘,o.
sister, Mrs. Orle Titconib.
peals to every business in the County
Mr.
Andher
E.
Thompson
spent
Mrs. Lohise A. Haggerty is in Bos
to In*Ip put tin1 business of fanning on
Sunday with his father, It. H. Tlioinpton visiting relatives and friends.
Mr. Isaac Chase and mother are son.
the same basis that all other industries
both ill with the prevailing epidemic.
Mrs. Alfretta Mersoreau and daughfand tints help everyone in the County.
Mrs. Issac Chase who has been ill er Mary visited Mrs. Maurice' Hafey
After Mr. Brown. \V. I,. Woodman.
with congestion of the lungs is better. .Wednesday.
Mrs. George Hobbs and three childMr. N. Hammond has moved into
President of the Board of Trade spoke
ren are confined to the house by the J. W. Webb’s house. Mr. Webb lias
for a few minutes, and expressed hjs
grip.
employed Mr. N. Hammond and son for
conviction
that it was for the best in
Mrs. Roscoe Tlngley and three the coming season
terests of (lie County and the business
children have been quite ill with grip,
Harold McCain of H. I-I. School
There will lie a meeting of the
bdt are much better at this writing, spent the week end with his parents
Board of Directors of the Federation
OF FARMERS men to assist the Federation in every
Mrs. B. C. Bubar and little son of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. McCain.
at Presque Isle. Friday, April 4, to
On Monday night, March 2-1th, a way possible, and the members pres
Danforth arrived in town on WednesThe friends of Pvt. Fred L. White
ent
so
voted.
discuss
matters of business.
day. Mr .and Mrs. Bubar are occupy- of the 26th division now in France, meeting was held by the Washburn
A large and attentive audience were
ing the parsonage.
have received word that he has joined Board of Trade at which Mr. O. B.
Other business- men were called up
—Advertisement.
Friends of Albert Haggerty will be the Military Police Corps and will not Griffin, Pres, and George V. Brown on and spoke heartily in favor of
glad to know he has returned from he home for a year.
France and is at Camp Devens. He is
At the annual town meeting the fol- Sec'y of the Aroostook Federation of uniting with the Federation in work
ing for the things that every one in
expencted home soon.
lowing officers were elected, Modera- Farmers were invited guests.
The two children of Almon
Little tor, C. P. Small, Clerk, A.
M. Smith,
the
County knew were absolutely
The meeting was called to order by
who have been seriously ill
with Selectmen, C. P. Small, Frank Small, Harold Cmphrey, President of the Lo necessary if we were to stay in btisipneumonia following an attack
of in- Ward Mooers, Treasurer S.J. McCain,
Kveryone present was very
ffaenza are much better.
Collector Fred Chase, S.
s. Com cal and after a lew remarks, explain- ness
b y u s in g a n
—
ing that the business men wen* inter- much interested in the organization
Basil Adams and Benjamin Murphy Benjamin Green,
arrived home Thursday from overseas
ested in the work being attempted by and agreed that it was the best move
and are receiving a glad welcome
the Aroostook Federation of Farmers ever undertaken in the County to det
from their many friends.
ain! that tlie meeting was for the pur- ter conditions.
Mrs. Mary Adair, Elmer and W il
Mr. Wm. Astle was in Houlton Fidpose of acquainting the business men
liam Adair, and Mr. and Mrs. E. D. day on business.
This is tiie second gathering of busi
Coy
attended the Suiter-Hanning
Mr. Timothy Rowan has sold his of Washburn with the purposes for ness men to endorse the action of the
nuptials at Monticello on Wednesday runabout to Fred Spain.
which the Federation was incorporated Federation, and we believe when they
evening.
Philip Webb of Ludlow was a cal and what they hoped to he able to ac fully
understand
it
that
th e
Members of the F. B. Ladies Aid ler in town last Wednesday.
met at the Grange Hall on Thursday
Ward Mooers of Ludlow was call complish. he introduced Mr. 0. B. Grif business men in every town in Aroos
but owing to the Illness of the presi ing on friends in town Saturday.
fin, who made an eloquent plea for the took will stand behind us.
dent, Mrs. Annie Crosby, no business
Joseph Brown who has been ill uniting of all the business interests in
Three new Locals were formed this
was transacted.
with the La Grippe is improving.
the County in the effort to better con week as follows;
The next meeting of the Littleton
Perfect Planting Pays the Profit. Cut out the “Perfect” and
Miss Mildred Hoar of Island Falls.
Grange will be held Saturday evening,
Wl 10
ditions.
you
out out the “Profit.”
Woodland
laical.
No.
7.
organized
April 5th There is work in the first spent Sunday with triends in town.
Miss Helen Mayo of Van Buren
He stated that anything that helped Tuesday with the folowing Board of
and second degrees and a good at spent Friday with Miss Daisy Astle.
The first part of the crop goes to pay the cost of production,
make the farmers prosperous should Directors: C. O. Buzzel, F. J. .Morse,
tendance Is desired
The Rev. Mr. Cosman has moved
have
the
support
of
the
business
men
consequently
the profit depends on the extra part of the crop
Peter
Norbeck,
Carl
Anderson,
L.
R.
The Bennie Bubar meetings at the his family to the Ludlow parsonage.
P. B. Church are interesting and well
Mrs. Lyons of Millinocket, is vis- because the success o;’ their buisness (;inn> w A. Margison, George Norwhich perfect planting gives you.
attended. Rev. Mark Turner of Wy- Ring her mother, Mrs. Catherine Han- depended upon the weltaie of the faiParley Howard and L. E. Beroe.
topitlock Is expected on Tuesday and nigan.
By Perfect Planting you get one seed price, and o n l y
mer; and that in the tight to secuie a
j$oar(j ()j- Directors met and orwill assist in these meetings over the
Mr. Robert O. Lovely ol’ Lincoln.
one
in a hill, loss of seed through puncturing and bruising is
tariit
on
potatoes;
better
freight
serganjZed
by
electing
the
folowing
namSabbath, Everybody welcome at these spent lest week with his parents. Mr.
vice, cheaper fertilizers, better market- e(j officers: president, C. 0. Buzzell;
services.
and Mrs. Asa Lovely.
entirely avoided.
Mrs. John Donahoe who has been ing conditions, all of which are vital vjrf,-nrPsjdpnf Frank Morse- Soere-

LITTLETON

AROOSTOOK FEDERATION

Cut the Cost of Your Potato Crop

Iron Age Improved
Robbins Planter

NEW LIMERICK

? ! f f l o L WS « U n.y M' ,” nOCke*'
‘ o «be welfare of the County, the busl- ta ry ‘and Tr&tmrer_ w iIev' Mamison.
Miss Leota Smith who is working ness men should back llP the Fodera~ This Local incorporates for $50,000,
Mr. Theodore Sterritt is in Boston jn jsxand Falls, spent Sunday
with tion’s effort in every possible way.
- with a large list of stockholders and a

UNNEUS

^M^v^Vlnoeht^ither spent last week!*161* Paren^s' M r and Mrs. S. A. Smith.
He was warmly applauded by the good interest. This Local immediatei
audience who were much impressed ’ iy signed for over 150 tons of ehemiMrs. Lizzie Stoddard is in Hodgwith his argument.
cals for the home mixing of fertilizers.
EAST H0DGD0N
don with Mrs. Robert Wilson.
Brown,
He was followed by G.
Miss Sadie Barton is visiting friends
Ashland Local, No. S, organized
Mrs. Bertie Cordrey of Houlton is
in Bangor
on
visiting her mother, Mrs. Hadley.
Mrs. Benj. London of Houlton was
^
“J ™ 'T 0
Wcdnes<lay " ith ,h0 fo,lowinK » » • » * «
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Logie spent ' visiting
Mrs. Edna Scott last ThurK. the condition that led up to the oigan Board of Directors, Henry Allen, Geo.
Saturday night and Sunday in Houl day.
ization ol the Aroostook federation ot ^ Smith, Forrest Page, Edgar Hewes.
ton.
Mr
.and
Mrs.
George
White
of
PortFarmers.
The demand for the people
G Peterson
Fred Sylvester
Mrs. James H. Ruth is visiting in

in Houlton with relatives.

By Perfect Planting there is a tremendous saving of labor,
fertilizer and insecticides which would be wasted on missing
hills.

Uniform Spacing Makes Uniform Sizes or a Larger Percentage
of No Vs.

Putnam Hardware Company
P h o n e 441

Houlton with her daughter, Mrs. John
Stewart.
Mr. Clarence Bither received last
week from his son Dean, his trench
can and gas mask.

M?S
d.’ E0dwa’rda McAteeg'tmsSw:ekMr'
Z
" \ v i n s l o w . A. W. Howe. Smith
Mrs. Florence Dickinson, of Union ahsolu,e inablht> wt the f
/
B. Winslow.
The following officers
:
__ „
. ...
demands under were elected: president, G. C. Peter. Corner, N. B. was visiting her mother comply with those
Mrs. John Grant one day last week.
present conditions.
nothMr. Joe Putnam of Houlton i s '
!ia*
The
farmer
want s
spending a few days with Mrs. John *!penl , part,? f
winter
her
and
a
of
ing
more
than
a
fair
profit
daughter, Mrs. Clarence Libbey,
Adams and famtiv
family.
square deal, those lie must have if he
Houlton,
has
returned
home.
Mrs. James Ruth and baby are
is to continue in business. The older
spending a few days with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Henderson.
agricultural sections of our Country
Mr. A sa Adams of Colby has been
have been drained of their young men
Frances Lowery of Presque Isle is
visiting relatives here the past week
and returns to his school this Wed- visiting her grandparents, Mr. and because of tin? great inequality be
tween what a man could earn in the
nesday.
Mrs. u. A. Stanley.
Miss Alice Dickinson, teacher of
Wm. C. Hare has moved from his city and on the farm. Our lands are
South School, was obliged to enter farm to hfs rent over the Wiley store becoming exhausted of their natural
Aroostook Hospital last w-eek for at the north part of the village.
Mrs. McBride from SabatTis. has fertility and it costs more to raise
treatment.

H o u lt o n , M e.

A g en ts fo r S h e rw in -W illia m s P ain ts and V arn ish es

Spring andEaster G arm ents

MONTICELLO

---------- of I n d i v i d u a l i t y -----------

Quality Higher

Mrs. Lin wood McQuarrie of Hodgdon, spent several days last week
with her daughter, Mrs. Roy Sharp,
returning home Sunday.
Mrs. Oscar Porter of Shin Pond is
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
Sawyer, who are both confined to
their beds at this writing.
Mr.and Mrs. Otis Bither gave a
party for their little son Milton, on*
Monday afternoon, it being his 4th
birthday. Several of his little’ boy
flrtonds enjoyed the afternoon with
•iqtper and the Birthday Cake, oranges
and candy.

HODGDON

J. E. T A R B E L L & SONS

N

A combination which enters into every Gar
ment that we sell— from the lowest to the
highest priced

i\

or his calves in partially slummed milk.

It s a waste of money and food that your pocketbook, your neigh
bors, your country, all condemn.

But it*s a

waste that is going on today wherever an inferior

hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson are
reiving congratulations of the birth of
a son on the 27th.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rhoda have

been receiving congratulations on the
birth ot a son recently.

l::
ili

or

\

half-wom-out cream separator is being used, or the wasteful “ gravity'*
method.
W h y not put a stop to this needless waste with a D e Laval
Cream Separator?
There is no other separator
that

can

D e Laval
capacity,

compare

with

in clean

skimming,

ease

of

the

operation,

freedom from repairs, and dura
bility.

It’s the w orld’s greatest

cream saver.

ward Sowers have returned from the
You can't afford to do this

SOONER OR

Com e in some day
a n d talk it over

LAVAL

LATER Y O U W IL L

Communion Service will be observed

at the U. B Church next Sunday, April
6. All members are requested to be
present.
The Young Peoples Class of the M.
E. Church gave a social at the club
rooms on Tuesday evening, in honor
of Miss Marion Benn, who left last
week for New York, to train as a
nurse at the Roosevelt Hospital.

BUY A

Thomas Packard of Houlton was a
business caller In town lat week.
The Red Cross workers met last
week with Mrs. Stephen Taylor.
Miss Grace London of Monticello
spent several days last week at the
brother, Alfred London.
Mrs Claude Carpenter entered the
Madlgan Hospital on Monday, where
she w ill remain several days for medi
cal treatment.
Mr. and Mr. Arthur Hafey and
daughter Helen, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Russell of Linneus, spent Wednesday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. William

Scott
At the annual town meeting held In
the “B” school house last Monday the
following officers were elected for the
John

S.

Snell, G. W. Carpenter, T. J. Carpenter,
Town Clerk, John S. Snell, Collector
of Taxes and Treasured ,Earle M.
Adams.
Olin Daggett of Corning, Iowa, who
has recently returned from France
and who received his discharge from
service at Louisville, Ky., was the
guest of his stater. Mrs. W illiam Scott
of this town during last week. Mr.
Dagfcett was born in Hodgdon, and is
being warmly welcomed by many old
Mends. This is his first visit to his
town for several years.

Certified Public Accountant
New systems of Book keeping Installed. Old Sys
tems changed to meet he requirements of the Govern
ment.
Start your system now and when the next tax call
comes, the return may be easily computed.
Mansur Block
Telepeone 245

HIS season we are showing an excep
tionally large stock of Spring and
Easter Garments at exceptionally low
prices. Each and every Garment has
been individually selected by our Gar
ment buyer when in New York market and
is what we consider the finest collection of
Ladies’ and Misses’ Garments that has ever
been shown in Northern Maine.
They are ultra stylish, beautifully made,
the smartest modes, the new spring colors,
and most of all, Spring Prices that make
our Garments the leading values in Houlton
The Richards’ store is known for the ex
ceptional values offered their patrons. This
season we shall uphold our reputation by
offering the best values that are obtainable
in Houlton.
When yon purchase a Richards’ labeled
Garment, you can rest assured you have
secured the best for the least money.

T

N4

U

Ladies’ and Misses’ Coats, Capes and Dol
mans from
$10.00 to $60.00
Ladies’ and Misses’ Suits from
$15 to $50
Ladies’ Silk Dresses in a variety of styles
from
$12.50 to $35.00
The finest assortment of Ladies’ Dress
Skirts, Sport and Novelty effects from
$3.98 to $15.00

FRED A. SHEAN

LETTER B

Selectmen,

Faultless

W orkm anship

Our reputation for fair dealing and reliable
goods, coupled with the De Laval record of
service and durability, has made the De Laval
Cream Separator the leader in this community.

Me.
Mrs. W illiam Bicktord and Mrs Hay

year;

Styles, D e p e n d a b l e

Materials,

SMYRNA MILLS, MAINE

Price

O farmer is rich enough to feed high-priced butter to his hogs

* Miss Irene Benn 4s visiting friends
In Boston.
Mr. Henry Quint is very ill at pre
sent writing.
Five persons united with the M. E.
Church Sunday.
Miss Nina McQuarrie is spending a
few weeks in Houlton.
Mr. Henry Cone had a valuable
sheep drowned last week.
Mrs. Lynwood McQuarrie was visit
ing in Linneus last week.
Mrs. M. \V Cone who has been ill
for some time is improving
Mrs. Elvin Leavitt has returned
from visiting at Island Falls.
Mr. S. E. Taylor who has been ill
the past week is slowly improving
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Hunter have re
tained from visiting at Harrington,

ensuing

Correct

T h an

The Outward Sign of the up-to-date wo
man is a trim, smart appearance.
Modart Corsets (front laced) are of first
importance in giving correct lines to the
figure. Their design is artistic— producing
a symmetrical, graceful figure having artis
tic proportions and good to look upon.
There is a Modart model for each type of
figure. A trial fitting will show you the
perfect results we can give you in corset
comfort, health and style may be yours.

FRED A. SHEAN, Houlton, Me.

No Alcohol Used or Needed
Pure, powerful, effective, harmless
oils with healing gums are used in

An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription

The Great Household Remedy

Richards &

BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
An internal and external family
medicine for chills, grippe, croup, cold
in the chest, bronchitis, cramps, colic
and for all ailments of muscles and
tissues.

All Drug and General Stores

Company

“32 Y e a rs of M erchandising”

Market Spuare

Houlton, Maine

